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the Disaster Research Center, The Ohio State University. 
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which have been izcluded in the monograph and the report series. 
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PREFACE 

In August 1963, a DLsaster Research Center (DRC) was established at 
The Ohio State University. 
Center initiated a study for the Office of civil Defense on organizational 
functioning Ln community disasters, 
at an empirically growded understanding of the involvement, operations, and 
problems of emergency organizations in major natural catastrophes and other 

As one of its major research activities, the 

k n  attempt was to be made to arrive 

extreme stress situations. 1 

This report brings together the findings of the Center as they relate 
to the functioning of fire departments in major emergencies. 
vhich it relies comes principally from the Center’s examination of fire 
department operations in a number of domestic and foreign disasters. During 
the period of research a number of civil disturbances occurred in the United 
States which involved a large number of fires and, consequently, high 
demands were made on_ the fire departments in the communities in which tlhey 
occurred, In this period, several studies of fire departments were made and 
certain aspects of this material are included in this report. The inclusion 
of civil disturbance material does no& characterize the other reports in the 
Disaster Research Center Report Series. 

The data on 

The report: is based upon, but nq,t limited to the following incidents 
where fire departments were the subject of specific DRC study. 

Coliseum Explosion, Indianapolis, Indiana, October 31, 1963 
Fitchville, Ohio Nursing Home Fire, November 23, 1963 
Alaska Earthquake, March 27, 1964 
Santa Sarbara Forest Fires, California, September 22, 1964 
Crescent City Seismic Wave, California, March 27; 1964 
Los Angeles, California Watts Fi_ress August 11, 1965 
Topeka,Kansas Tornado, June 8, 1966 
Cleveland, Ohio Bough Fires, July 21, 1966 
Tasmanian Fires Australia, February 7, 1967 
Cincinnati, Ohio FLres, June-July, 1967 
Detroit Fires, Michigan, ZuLy 23, 1967 

In addition f:o the data gathered by Disaster Iiesearch @enter staff 
during field studies, and research by other disaster researchers, this report 
utilizes information drawn from a number of books, reports, and fire journals 
which deal with the structure and functtonfng sf fire departments. 
sources are. listed in the bibliography, 

These 

r -  

This report is particularly concerned with analyzing fire departments 
I in terms of: (1) their typical organizational patterns; (2) their disaster- 

related rasks and activities which are potential demands for them; (3) their 
organizacLonal adaptation to demsnd situations, especially those of high 
intensity; (4) their interorganizational relacionships; and (5) their 

i 
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poter?'iial Lnvalvement and organizational adaptation to a post-nuclear 
attack environment, 

Fire departments in the Unikd ';Laces vary greatly, ranging from 
departments with a few volunteer personnel and one piece of apparatus to 
complex bureaucratic organizations with thousands of professional personnel 
and hundreds of pieces of emergency equipment. 
from time to time to almost a11 types of fire fighting groups, the primary 
focus of this report is on deparments located in urban settings. As such, 
most of the daza utilized is from studies of fire organizations located in 
large: America= cities, Although. rhe description, analysis, and findings in 
this reyort rely heavily OE information gained from studying complex urban 
fire departments, ici is felt that they will be applicable fo a wide range 
of fire fighchg groups since practically all. of ehem possess certain 
fundamental. goals and common organization'al characteristics. 

Although references are made 

No specific identification of the event or the department will be 
made throughout the report with one major exception. 
deparment organization is sufficiently different in societies outside the 
United States to require specific identification here of material which is 
drawn, for the purpose of contrast, from the study of Tasmanian fires. 
With this exception, specific identification would not add to the content: 
or validity 0f the report. 

The pattern of fire 

Vi 



FOOTNOTES : Preface 

1. See Russell R. Dynes, Organized Behavior in Disaste : Analysis and 
Conceptualization, Disaster Research Center Monograph Series (Columbus : 
Disaster Research Center, The Ohio State University, 1969), which 
provides a general overview of the findings of the Center up to the 
middle of 1967. 
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CHAPTER I 

33 TRODU CT ION 

Since primitive man first experienced the awe and mystery of fire, he 
has sought to understand and control it. 
in achieving these goals. 
analyzing fire losses in the United States and by reviewing their costs. 
annual cost of destructive fires in the United States is estimated to be 
$5 billion, including the cost of actual physical damage and the maintenance 
cf the nation‘s fire departments. 
totalel 
injuries total about 2 million a year.2 
efforts of other professional groups, spend little on scientific studies; other 
funding is also scarce. Tn the United States at present, only about $20 million 
is spent annually on research and development -- of which approximately $1 mi lion 

Be has been only partially successful 
Man’s ability to control fires can be documented by 

The 

Forest fires account for 5 percent of this 
The annual loss of life is about 12,000 persons, while non-fatal burn 

Fire departments, relative to the research 

is spent: €or fundamental research on the nature, causes, and spread of fires. 3 
The ever-present possibility of fires and the loss of life and property 

they cause has led almost every political subdivision in the United States to 
provide some means of fire prevention and protection. A pattern of providing 
separate fire organizations was characteristic of much of colonial America; 
there was organized fire protection in New Amsterdam in 1650 and in Boston in 
1679, but incorporation into the governmental framework and professionalization 
has been slow in evolving. The first fire-fighting group in the United States, 
The Union Fire Company, was independently organized and incorporated in phila- 
delphia in 1736. 
were receiving financial support from the city government, although they 
continued to operate independently as extragovernmental organizations. 
not until 1871 that the city of Philadelphia had a paid fire department consisting 
of city employees. 
zations: (1) departments with paid employees only; (2) departments with a 
predominance of paid members; (3) departments with a predominance of volunteers; 
and (4) departments with volunteer staffs only. 

By 1770 there were several fire companies in Philadelphia which 

It was 

Today, there are four major types of community fire organi- 

Departments of only paid members constitute a minority of all fire- 
fighting groups in the United SEates;’bnd conversely, those with volunteer staffs 
constitute the overwhelming majority of all fire organizations. A study 
conducted in 1965 by the National Fire Protection Association revealed that 
these were 1,500 fully paid fire departments ranging in size from a few to more 
than 12,000 men. The study also indicated that there were at least 20,000 
auxiliary and volunteer fire  department^.^ This would suggest that a reasonable 
estimate would be 250,000 federal, state, local, and industrial firemen employed 
full time in the United States plus more than 80,000 volunteer and auxiliary 
firemen, many of whom are paid only when fighting fires. 
be organized into more than 22,000 departments, companies, and allied fire- 
fighting agencies. However, che huge majority of organizations consist of 
local volunteer groups. 

These personnel would 
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There can be considerable variation within a given state. 
Pennsylvania, for exzqles k 1957 there were only 20 full time departments 
xith 5,388 employees, At the same time chere were 12 departments with a 
predominmce of paid members and 1,965 active volunteer fire organizations 
located in all types of communities, from small villages to Reading, the 
state's fifth largest city. IZL 1958 the volunteer fire companies in Pan- 
sylvania had over 432,000 members, of whom 102,000 were active fire fighters. 5 

While a state of the size and residential distribution of Pennsylvmia 
had only 12 full paid fire departments in 1957, these organizations protected 
approximately 35 percent of the state's total population since they were 
located mainly in the large urban centers, 
dominant pattern is a few large professional organizations coupled witEL a 
large. number of volunteer groups axid a small number of mixed departments. 
The consequence is that a majority of the population is protected from fire 
by nonprofessional personnel. 

In most: states today, the pre- 

&lthougk some private fire departments are still operating (most of 
them are associated with industrial complexes), the tern "fire department'' 
is usually limited to fire control forces under the management of a local 
governmental unitg a municipality, town, township, or incorporated place, 
?!breover, each state controls and defines the local government 's management 
of fire-fighting groups. 
tered by their m hoard of directors, are subject to control by state laws. 
Tabhe 1 sbows the number of independent fire departments in cities and t m s  
in 1961, 

Even volunteer fire departments, which are adminis- 
7 

w m  1 
PWE DEPARTPIEMTS BY SIZE OF ~ I G E P A L L T Y  

Population of Cities Number of Departments Percent 

h-er 100,000 
25 000-100 > 000 
PO, 000- 25 3 000 
Under 10,000 

128 
545 
7 24 

19,001 

0.6 
2.6 
3 e 5  
93.3 

Total 20 398 100.0 
I i 

1 t 
t 
I 

NOTE:, Count by the National Fire Protection Association, 1961. 
S O 6 E :  A Study of Fire Problems, Pubhication 949 (Washington, D,C.: National 
Acatiemy of Sciences-National Research Council, 1961), p. 12. i 

I f 
1 
I I 

SFnce most fire departmenrs are quite small they cannot maintain all of 
the staff senvices recommended by professional fire agencies. A 1964 report 
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0;: sm_alL fir3-Eighzfng graups in the United States revealed that there were 
approximately L0,OOO departments serving a population of 1,000 or less. Of 
this number only a few received enough funds to operate their programs. A 
great maiy of these 10,000 departments reported being supported partly by 
tzxes and partly by special firnd-raising events. 
i-hey- were finance6 =rrtErely 5y special fund-raising efforts. 
departments have such lircited fire-fighting resources that they are not 
rat,eable for 5nscrace purposes under the standards established by the American 
Lrsurw.ce Association (formerly the National Board of Fire Underwriters) A 
rmdorn sample of 200 of these small groups disclosed Ghat their annual budnets 

Soae units indicated that 
Many of these 

u 

rmged from a high of $9,730 to a low of $25, The average for the sample was 
$2, me 6 

Beparcrnenrs in cities of over 100,000 population are usually weli 
sriZfad in personnel, training, fire prevention, comnications, arson inves- 
tigation, fire suppression, maintenance, etc, For an example of such a 
dapzrtment, see figure I, 
100,GOO these services are rninirnaliy provided, In cities of less than 10,000 
some of these services, for example arson inveqtigators, are practically non- 
existent, 
departments, the states must furnish certain staff services. 

In cifiies with populations between 10,000 2nd 

Because of these limitations of the majority of existing fire 

A cmplfcated relationship exists between state governments, governments 
of municipalities, and fire departments- The state government has the funda- 
mental authority in fire department matters, 
associated with local governmental. units but these, in turn, are creatures 
of she state, Thus zhe speciflc legal. provisions of the state can affect the 
skructure of the department, ;in addition, state governments are performing 
more fire department staff functions, since only about one department i.n 
EwenYy is large enough to have more than a rudimentary headquarters staff, 
For example, in most states, authority for fire investigation and fire pre- 
vention functions is vested in a state official -- the state fire marshal. 
~ o s t  states also have a program for firemenls training. ID several states, 
firenen's promotion examinations are handled by the state's civil service 
agency, 31 a number of states, fire hose and other equipment may be purchased 
thraugh a stat2 purchasing agency, S number of states have also begun to 
chink, and plan toward the development of a state fire staff which could come 
EO play m irnpostaat part in widespread emergencies, 
would lock toward the coordination of men and equipment necessary in a large- 
scak emergency, Such organizational developments, however, will have to over- 
come probTesns of conflicting jurisdictions and the btegration of many diverse 
gm~ernmentaP and private fire organizations in order to become effective. 

Most fire departments are 

Such a staff development 

The fire departmen'cs of large and small municipalities contrast markedly. 
AL one extreme are those groups with one piece of apparatus and a dozen or so 
men which can deal with only limited fires in small structures, At the other 
2nd of trhe contincum are ~ e r y  large departments located in cities with popula- 
tims of 5OC,OOO or more, 
organlzacions containing several levels of line and staff personnel responsible 
for a host of duties.: 
found in Cable 2, 

The fire departments in these cities are complex 

bin analysis of the resources of these departments is 
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TABLE 2 

TWENTY LARGEST US FIRE DEPARTMENTS, 1965 BY TOTAL EMPLOYEES 

I I 

1. New York City 14,102 13,307 
- 
282 15,147 

3.670 138 

112 

- 2. Chicago 4,691 4,252 

3. L. A. City 3,563 3,146 2 , 255 

3,750 

2,068 

70 - 4. Philadelphia 

5. Baltimore 

6. L. A. County 2,148 1,727 105 

7. Boston 2,010 1,665 43 

3 24 

2,220 

8. Detroit 1,874 1,690 55 
i 

4,173 

9. San Francisco I 1,710 1 1,556 I 48 2,018 

1,4761 1,326 33 10. Washington D.C. 

11. Cleveland 

1,882 

1,512 

12. Dallas 1,2661 1,155 1 :: 
1,259 1,144 

707 

13. St. Louis 2 , 135 

850 1 1,254 ~ 1,164 I i! 
I.:: lb;;;;: 1,247 1,145 

16. Milwaukee 1,116 1,005 

1,409 

2,076 

1,0971 1,C)FI: 1 .!i: 

1,067 

2,021 17. Pittsburgh 

18. Newark 1,059 

19. New Orleans 1,019 I 922 I 42 7 50 

20. Memphis 984 

SOURCE: Fire Service Directory (Boston: National Fire Protecrion Association, 
1966-67), pp. 94-157. - - 3- 



Since numerous fire department calls are for very simple emergencies, 
=,any not involving actual fires, rhe limitations imposed on small groups are 
a o ~  as sertous 6s might appear at first glance. In concrast are the demands 
faced by large clepartments. This is illustrated by the fire department calls 
and classificzticn of fires in the city of Los Angeles for the year ending 
June 3.3: 7,959, as listed in tables 3 and 4, 

TABLE 3 

CITY OF LOS ANGELES FIRE, DEPARTMENT CALLS, 1959 i 

Calls Percent 

Fires 13,933 38.0 
Emergencies other than fires 8,631 23.6 
Rescue calls 3 , 480 9.5 
Ambulance calls 7 , 705 21.0 
False alarms 2,918 7.9 

Total 36,667 180.0 

SOURCE: A Study of Fire Problems, Publication 949 (Washington, D.C.: 
Mati.onah Academy of Sciences-National Research Council, 1961), p. 13. 

BE the the, the city of Los Angeles covered 457 square miles and contained 
a papulation of.2,424,000 persons. Only 38 percent of the fire department 
calls were actually for fires and only slightly more than a third involved 
dwellings. Although the statistics are relatively dated, they do indicate 
somthing of the range of the demands made on metropolitan fire-fighting 
organizations. 

Many communities have fire departments which are capable of handling 
fires in residences and other small structures, but not capable o€ dealing 
with znything approaching a major conflagration. Presently, for this reason, 
mutual aid pacts among fire departments of several political subdivisions are 
cornon, providing for mutual assistance in times of major emergencies. Al- 
though the pacts often do not call for the involvement of extra communtty 
personnel in fire suppression duties, they do enable a locality to maintain 
a minimum of coverage in the event of numerous and/or widespread fires. 
one community has committed much of its fire resources to a particular fire 
or fFres, it will ask a neighboring department to move some of its men and 
apparatus into the latter's vacated quarters to assure at least a minimum of 
protection for all of the zrea it is supposed to cover. 

When 
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TABLE 4 

CITY OF LOS AJ!JGELES CLASSIFICATION OF FIRES, 1959 

Fires Percent 

Dwellings 
Other buildings 
Rubbish outdoors 
Trees, brush, grass 
Miscellaneous 
Vehicles 
Aircraft 
Ships and boats 

Total 

4,902 
1,421 
1,503 
2 , 937 

6 95 
2,433 

30 
12 

2 13 933 

35.2 
10.2 
10.8 
21.0 
5.0 

17.5 
0.2 
0.1 

100.0 

SOURCE: 
Academy of Sciences-National Research Council, 1961), p. 14. 

A Study of Fire Problems, Publication 949 (Mashington,D.C,: National 

Nost cities with a population of 10,000 or more have at least two 
pumper companies, a ladder company, and enough personnel to make a two-position 
attack on residential fires, in the front and rear for example, 
pieces of apparatus, i-e-, two engines or pumpers and one hook and ladder, 
serve as the basic response unit for most fire organizations, 
ments consist chiefly of multiples of this basic response unit.) 
fighting groups in cities of over 25,000 have more response capabilities. 
When needed, they can mobilize an average of four pumper companies and two 
ladder companies. They usually have enough personnel at their disposal to 
make strong multiple-position attacks on structural fires. 
enough resources to extinguish fires well established in buildings somewhat 
Larger than private residences, on the order of size of four-family apartments 
OK blocks of small retail. stores about three stories high. 

(These three 

Large depart- 
Fire- 

/ 

Usually they have 

The procedure of most fire departments is to extinguish or control fires 
by putt-fng fire suppressants on flammable materials. This is largely a manual 
operation and inefficient at best. Moreover, the performance of individual 
fire departments differs widely, depending greatly on the skill with which the 
apparatus is used and the degree of advance planning for fire operations. 
Fires in large warehouses, lumber yards, or chemical plants and similar 
occupancies require multiples of the basic force described. Only about 3 per- 
cent of the fire departments in this country have such multiples. As a 
sesalt, the majority of fire departments usually have difficulty in extin- 
guishing: well established fires in the larger structures in their communities. 
Thus, much of the effort of these departments is directed towards saving 
lives and preventing the[ fire from spreading. Large industrial and 
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rniliterp complexes frequently maintain their own fire departments, a d  business 
establishments, warehouses, cnurches, etc., maintain automatic sprinkling 
dev2ces.. These additional private resources, along with mutual aid pacts, 
tend to strengthen the capabilities of most contemporary fire departments. 
Noreo~er, many large fire-fighting organizations possess at least a few pieces 
of reserve apparatus which can be used during periods of high demand by manning 
chem with recalled off-duty personnel. 
older pieces of equipment which could not be used continually. 
how extensively these obsolete apparatus could be used and still be operative. 

These reserve apparatus are usually 
It is unclear 

Larger cities usually employ fire personnel for forty-eight to fifty-six 
hours a week. Fire suppression and ambulance-rescue personnel usually work 
twenty-four-hour shifts followed by forty-eight hours off duty. 
which have only a small core of professional, full-time employees must rely 
on some auxiliary firemen who are paid per call when they work. 
these men must commit themselves to at least a minimum amount of drill and 
practice and because they are obliged to perform some maintenance functions, 
they work about ten hours a week (although the figure varies widely). 
increasing nbmber of fire organizations which once relied totally on volunteers 
are providing at least a token force of full-time personnel to handle communi- 
cations and the maintenance of stations and apparatus. In these departments 
the paid personnel receive incoming calls for service and drive the fire 
apparatus to the scene of the emergency. A larger number of volunteers then 
joins the full-time personnel to aid in the operational duties of the depart- 
ment at the scene. 

Departments 

Because 

An 

Usually fire officials recommend that each engine or ladder company 
include at Least four men, €or it takes this number to put the apparatus in 
service. The desired figure for each company is more likely to be five or 
six, 
pany includes from twelve to eighteen firemen and company officers plus at 
Least QIE battalion chief or his equivalent. 
be on duty 56 hours during a 168-hour week, -two additional shifts of similar 
size must be maintained. 
sazgine companies and one truck company around the clock, seven days a week, 
a fire department must ,have anywhere from thirty-six to fifty-four men plus 
three chief officers. 
approach this level; racher, they are likely to utilize three-man companies 
with one of the company officers, a captain or lieutenant, in charge. 
cers with rank above captain are usually summoned when needed or respond as 
their other duties permit.8 

Thus, a basic response unit of two engine companies and one truck com- 

Since these men are likely to 

In order to operate a basic response unit of two 

Most fire departments in the United States do not 

Offi- 

The typical city fire department with all paid personnel is usually 
dispersed in a number of stations located throughout the city convenient to 
all. 2reas of the community. 
ciepariment in addition to existing laws and fire regulations determine the 

to specific districts for which they are primarily responsible. The establish- 
menc sf dfsilricts enables departments to fix responsibility for fire responses 
in every possible location; to put the relatively slim and cumbersome 
fire apparatus within reasonable distance of the lives and property being 

The size of the city and the nature of the 

, rrilmber - and placement of fire stations. Usually fire companies are assigned 
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protected; and to operate apparatus around barriers such as rivers, railroad 
tracks, and so on. 

Each station custcmarily houses one or more pieces of ap2aratus and the 
men necessary to man them. 
hours which usually consist of a twenty-four-hour shifc. 
facilities are provided for company personnel in most large stations at 
present, although some departments have begun twelve-hour shifts which permit 
personnel tomturn to their homes after each working day. 
these departments serve chiefly as storage garages and as liaisons with the 
department's communications center. 

The men live in the station during their on-duty 
Eating and lodging 

The stations in 

The American Insurance Association (AIA) determines to a large extent 
the degree of dispersion of fire companies and also recommends the running 
distances for apparatus. At reasonable running speeds, the standards classify 
a two to five minute response as good to excellent. The AIA also establishes 
other standards including many of the fire department's administrative policies. 
Professional fire department personnel. frequently resent the imposition of 
standards on their organization by the AIA, feeling that many of the assoc- 
iation*s standards are outdated and that many of them have introduced an 
undesirable degree of rigidity into the distribution of fire-fighting resources. 
Further, professional fire personnel know that over the past forty years 
fire organizations have rarely been faced with the ma'or catastrophic 
conflagrations which once threatened American cities.$ Yet, most fire-fighting 
resources are still distributed to cope with potential hazards which have been 
mitigated in recent years by modern devices requiring considerably less fire 
department attention than they once did. 

Generally, fire departments in urban centem seem to be organized around 
several basic criteria which are designed to prevent and to combat fires 
successfully. These criteria include the following: 

1. Fire departments take the view that fire prevention rather than 
fire suppression should be their primary task. However, in terms 
of actual operations and organizational structure, it is the latter 
which takes precedence. 

2, Fire departments usually carry on routine inspections with police 
and other officials to prevent fires and arson investigations to 
bring due legal processes ,to bear on willful violations of fire 
laws, However, there seems to be considerable variation from one 
fire jurisdiction to another in the seriousness with which inspec- 
tions are conducted. 

Fire departments also distribute personnel and equipment considering 
anticipated needs for service. As noted, the placement of stations, 
equipment, and personnel is made largely on the basis of AIA 
standards and not always in accord with the view of fire officials. 

3. 
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4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8, 

Large fire departments often have operational plans for large-scale 
emergencies. These plans include provisions for the recall of off- 
duty personnel, the activation of reserve equipment, the allocation 
of sewices on the basis of pre-established priorities, 
dependence on mutual aid pacts. 

and the 

Fire departments try to have built-in flexibility so that routine 
protective services can be maintained at all times and any combina- 
tion of requirements successfully met. 
ha7e a routine iimove-up'r operation to reassign quarters for fire 
units during fire fighting to provide at least minimum protection 
for all areas within the city at all times. 

For example, most departments 

Communication between the various stations and units in the field 
and central headquarters is an extremely crucial factor in providing 
adequate fire protection in urban areas. 
try to maintain a communications network which coordinates nearly 
all fire department operations during emergency periods. 

Therefore, fire departments 

Fire departments are typically organized to activate sufficient 
manpower for all phases of their operation. Moreover, these organ- 
izations are structured so that manpower can be used quickly and so 
that a superior officer can always supervise the responding force 
at the scene. Therefore, fire departments are usually organized 
so that the chain of command and responsibility is claarly 
established and understood. 
there should be a clear demarcation of departmental authority. 
They believe that the ultimate authority at all times and immediate 
authority most of the time ought to be vested in the department's 
chief officers, especially in matters related to emergency operations 
such as fire suppression, 

Fire officials generally feel that 

.Fire departments try to keep accurate records on all emergency- 
related activities. 
call is received, the equipment and personnel dispatched, the loca- 
tion of the emergency, cause and approximate damage (if the emergency 
is a fire), along with any other pertinent information, Large 
departments usually tape record communications between units in the 
field and communications centers. 
by law to record all incoming telephone calls and to preserve these 
records at least twelve months. 

These records include the time an emergency 

They are frequently required 

9. Fire departments try to maintain coordination with other organiza- 
tions in the community such as the police and public works depart- 
ments, the safety director, the utility companies, etc., with whom 
they function in community emergencies. However, fire organizations 
are probably more independent of other groups than most community 
emergency agencies. This probably stems from the fact that fire 
groups deal primarily with fire-related problems, unlike such organ- 
izations as police departments which may be involved with a wider 
range of problems. 
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The operation of a Lypical large urban fire depariment can bz understood 
5y cracing its activtties throughout a ffre emergency. (as noted, there are 
rmezgencies met by ftre depertmmts which 2r0 not related to fire prevention 
arid suppression; for example, Life-saving squads operate in maDy large and 
saall fire deparrments. The major activity of most departments is, nonethe- 
less, that of fire prevention and fire suppression.) The first scage of a 
fire department's response occurs when an alarm is received at  he comunica- 
tisns center. The emergency can be reported in any or all of the following 
.I.-7 ddrs: 
smse: etc,, (2) by an alarm box located on one of che streets or in one of 
the buildings of the city, (3) by telephone. 
raceives the alarm, he completes a ticket or small form, records the time, and 
passes the ticket to a dispatcher. The dispatcher notes the address and 
consults if necessary i! master card file to locate the street. The street 
card sometimes indicates the type of struccures on the street, especiaELy if 
i c  has the potential for major fire and life hazards. Each of these cards 
aEso includes instructions on which companies are to be dispatched and which 
ones ere eo be sent in case additional men and equipment are needed. The 
availability of kbe apparatus indica'ced on the file card is cross-checked 
againss a current status list indicating which apparatus are in the repair 
shops Q K  out of service. 
at full strength for any reason, may direct a neighboring company to respond 
to Z ~ B  emergency although it would not normally do so on a first alarm fire. 
The dispatcher then alerts the companLes involved in one of several ways, 
rnay call. che individual station on the phone, he may use a radio, a public 
address system, and/or a itelegraph. Frequently the initial alarm will be 
ssr;rzded irr the statim by one of these methods and then will be confirmed by 
sno %her means 

(I) by an automatic alarm system located in a warehouse, factory, 

After the communications operator 

The dispatcher, discovering that a company is not 

He 

The nattlre and location of Che fire largely determines the amount of 
2+iipea~ and personneb to be dispatched, In cases of high life and property 
hazards such as a store in the central business district, a hotel fire, or 
G L Z ~  in a sizable hdustrial plant, a large complement of men and apparatus is 
dispat-ched immediately. On the other hand, an automobile or rubbish fire 
vsuld occasion a much smaller dispatch, perhaps only one engine CQmpany. 
departments automatically dispatch a Life-and-rescue squad to all €ires where 
prssb;ibl.e injury or LilEe hazards exist. 

Many 

As soon as the responding companies reach the scene, the si~uarioa is 
ap~raisecl, The ofr'icer in charge, usually a captain or lieutenant, then 
norifics ehe communication center. If it is a "working fire," i,e., one which 
will demand all of rhe resources ini zially dispatched, the communications 

zz2 3~ie 32 ?-he quarters and. unavailable fcr addirional duty. If tzhe officer 
in zharge at the fire recpdesw addirLional equipment and manpoxer, the COE- 
malcations cencer sounds a second alarm and dispatches the appropriace 
companies, If the o~iginal disgatch is more than needed, excess cornpanir;~ 

i. ,,LZEZT ILi is notified so chat the dispatchers there know that certain companies 

a,.. re%z*l cL ?*'I tu quarters and the communications center notified ~ 



xulti- or general alarm fires which demand a great responsp, of men and 
eqllipment coxld conceivably deprive one or more areas of the city of the 
protection normally afforded it, 
relocate nonacbivated companies, moving some of them into quarters vacated 
by companies in service, If the fire becomes a major conflagration, mutual 
ai6 pacts with neighboring departments may be employed. 
Los hgeles with a civil defense organization which possesses apparatus and 
Limited personnel can, when necessary, rely on these resources as well. 

In order to avoid this, the dispatcher may 

Communities such as 

The officer in charge at the scene releases the companies under his 
comman& as the situation warrants. 
stations and the company officer completes a company run report and then 
enters iC in the station's log book. 
warrant the presence of a battalion or division chief, he may also prepare a 
preliminary report which constitutes the nucleus of the file on a particular 

companies responding, an account of the damage caused, and any other relevant 
hformation. After the officer in charge receives the report sheets from the 
various company officers, he prepares a final file on the fire by using 
srzmmzry sheets. 
month, date, day of week, hour of day, number of engine companies used, number 
of ladder companies used, number and length of hose lines used, number and 
Ieagth of ladders raised, number of persons injured or killed, occupancies 
involved, number of fires, dollars of damage (estimated), haw the alarm was 
transmitted, insurance on building, methods of extinguishing the fire, etc, 

c~hese sumary sheets are usually submitted to one of the department chiefs, 
and then filed for future reference. 
to &he office of the state fire marshal. 

The various companies return to their 

If the fire has been large enough to 

L"  me, His report notes the time, date, place, and nature of the fire, the 

These sheets may include any or all of the available material: 

In some states copies must be submitted 

Summary 

Fire departments in the United States vary greatly from city to city. 
Most cities under 10,000 population have predominantly %olunteer" departments; 
those over 100,000 almost always have "all paid" departments. 
Che standards under which fire-fighting organizations operate are directly 
related to those established by the American Insurance AssociaCion -and the 
E m s  of the st'ate, 
are usually deflned as including: (1) the preservation of human life, and 
(2) the protection of property. 

Zn all cases, 

The chief tasks of fire departments in the United States 

The "typical" urban fire department is organized along paramilitary 
lines with a sharply defined authority structure. There is a clearly visible 
chain of command which is rather rigorously followed, especially in emergency 
situations. The resources of large fire departments, including personnel and 
equipment, tend to be dispersed throughout a geographic area to provide 
rnzximum protection for all life and property. Areas of high life and property 
hazard. tend to be well protected, while sparsely settled areas lacking in 
property development receive much less attention. 
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Fire departments tend to be organized to provide at least a minimum of 
protection against major conflagrations such as those which occurred in a 
number of American cities at the turn of the century. Most fire departments 
in “Le United States have mutual aid agreernents with neighboring departments. 
Through mutual aid agreements the various fire groups in a geographic area 
can bring their coilective resources to bear upon major conflagrations and/or 
other large-scale emergencies. 

Modern fire departments in urban centers are both centrally controlled 
and geographically dispersed. They must be directly accessible to the general 
public and maintain close communication with certain community organizations 
such as police and water departments, and utility companies as well as with 
their own units operating in the field. Thus, the communications center of 
most large fire departments serves vital and indispensable functions. 
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CHAPTER I1 

DISASTER-RELATED TASKS OF FIRE DEPARTMENTS 

Along with the police department, the fire department is considered one 
of the organizations to be called upon if any difficulties arise for individual 
citizens or for any segment of the community. 
one of the first organkzations to be alerted and to be on the scene. In 
addition, it tends to symbolize the involvement and the authority of the 
community through its use of uniforms and identifiable equipment. 
ment in disaster activities is based on its pre-disaster responsibilities in 
preserving life and property but, under certain disaster conditions, it may 
also become involved in many other activities which the department sees as 
being related to the purpose of "service to the community." 

In disasters, it is usually 

Its involve- 

" 

Pre-Disaster Organization and Tasks 

The previous chapter indicates that fire departments are largely the 
creation of local communities and are organized, equipped, and manned in 
anticipation of hazards to human life and property. While the specific 
organfzational patterns of fire departments in the United States may vary, 
rheir task assignments are largely uniform. Fire codes and state laws produce 
much of this uniformity. 
clearly enumerate responsibilities related to the preservation of human life 
and property. 
exclusively associated with routine fires as well as major conflagrations. 
However, most fire departments in urban centers respond to many kinds of 
emergencies, a large number of which are not associated even indirectly with 
fire suppression, e.g., drownings, electrocutions, asphyxiations, home and 
industrial accidents, and even occasionally the delivery of babies. While 
fire department personnel specialize primarily in fire-related skills, many I 
departments also have specialists in communications, in mechanics, in the -_ 
techniques of handling hot electrical lines, in rescue operations, as well as 
other emergency skills. Because they possess personnel with a rather wide 
assortment of skills and have the special equipment necessary to implement 
these skills, it is easily understood why fire departments become involved 
in many different kinds of community emergencies. 

The overwhelming majority of fire department charters 

The public frequently identify these tasks as being almost 

Although fire departments have the personnel and technological resources 
to deal. with many diversified emergency situations, in most instances their 
tasks fall into one of the two broad categories associated with their estab- 
lishment: the preservation of human life and the protection of property. 
even when the personnel of a fire department become involved in search-and- 
rescue operations, they are engaging in tasks related to the "lifesaving" 
normally carried on by them. Moreover, while the emergency situations in which 
fire departments function frequently change, the tasks they perform remain, 
for the most part, the same. 

Thus, 
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In &Lson to the consistency of tasks, the vast majority of fire 
d.epartmencs, icgardless of size, tend to shere certain organizational patterns. 
This sirnilar'kty of organizational features, in part reflecting the recommenda- 
t F m s  r~f fire officFals in national prevention and regulatory agencies, has 
beciz describ~d in chapter one, 
tradftFonal bureaucrattc model of organization with clearly defined staff and 
line positions. The line positions are arranged in hierarchical fashion with 
a sharply delineated paramilitary auizhority'structure; the ranking officer at 
a+ z~re or other emergency is automatically in charge of operations &til he 
Is superseded By aa officer of higher rank. Fire personnel respond to 
emergencies in groups and are rarely, if ever, without the direct supervision 

The most prevalent pattern conforms to the 

C. 

of departmental officers I_ 

Another integral factor in the organization of fire departments is their 
acia.ptation to fluctuarions in demands Studies of fire departments indicate 
that there are both daily and seasonal fluctuations in the number and kind of 
dema~ds made on them. For example, more alarms are recorded during the hours 
af 8:QO a,m, and 4:OO p.m. than during any other eight hour period of the 
average day, The number of alarms are fewest between midnight and 8:OO a.m.; 
however, more building fires are reported during the night than during the 
day because of a large number of relatively unattended buildings in the busi- 
ness dFstricts after 5:OO p.rn., and because persons retiring for the night are 
not: likely to detect a fire until it gets enough of a start to require depart- 
ment: attention. Rubbish, brush, and vehicle fires are much more numerous 
during the daylight hours than they are at night and the high incidence of 
these ebarms accounts for the fact that more alarms are recorded during the 
day than the night. 

Bios+, of the nation's residential fires occur during the winter months 
when furnaces and other heating devices are in operation, while brush, grass, 
and forest fires are largely confined to perFods of drought in the late 
summer and fall. 
through boat fires, drownings, and other accidents associated with outdoor 

The summer season also increases demands on fire departments 

act-,LvFty. 2 - 
These daily and seasonal fluctuations cause few organizational problems 

for today's urban fire departments since most take them into account. 
example, most fire departments have their greatest complement: of personnel on 
duty during the daylight hours. 
t-he rank of battalion chief -- customarily work an eight-hour-a-day shift. 
This shift arrangement permits the chief administrative officers to conduct 
rhe department's business during that period of the day when most of their 
counterparts in other organizations are also on duty. It also enables them 
E5 be on duty during the department's peak emergency hours when they are most 
likely to be needed €0; consultation regarding fires or other situations. 
Usually, i-he communications center operates with a somewhat reduced staff 
a€ter midnight. A number of fire departments, such as those in areas 
szhjected to recurrent forest and brush fires, frequently increase the number 
of auxiliary fire personnel during periods of extended drought. 
fire departments as emergency-oriented organizations attempt to provide 

For 

The highest ranking officers -- those above 

In short, 

I 
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sufficient gersonn~l and xcsources in keeping with the potential threatjto 
Lir'e and property. 
department might be, there are occasions when the usual complement of personnel 
and apparatus are not adequate to their needs. 
possibility of estreine demaiids and attempc to prepare for it in advance: 
(1) 3y structuring their available resources to have a back-up force of 
apparatus and personnel; (2) by preparing emergency operating plans; and (3) by 
developing mutual aid pacts with neighboring departments and with civil defense 
organizations when the latter have personnel. and apparatus. Because of thcse 
adaptations t'o demand fluctuarions, the fire department is well prepared, 
compared with most other community emergency organizations, to cope with the 
increzsed demands which are likely to characterize a disaster situation. 

Regardless of haw adequately staffed and equipped a fire 

M a y  departments recognize the 

The performace of emergency duties, however important, does not 
constitute the sun total of a fire department's activity. 
organizations fire departments must perform certain tasks of an intra- 
departmental nature in order to maintain their long-term operational efficiency: 
the recsui-tment aad training of personnel, the purchase and repair of equip- 
ment, 'the construction and maintenance of buildings, the provision of staff 
services (including hospitalization and pension plans), etc. The performance 
of some of these tasks of organizational maintenance may be temporarily 
disrupted during periods of heavy organizational demand. However, their 
coritinued neglect over an. extended period of time would ultimately result in 
a considerable lessening or complete breakdown of the organization's 
capability. Fire officials are aware of this and generally attempt to restore 
ilheir departments to ''normah" procedures as quickly as possible follwing 
large-scale emergencies, 

Like all complex 

Since fire departments are important to the maintenance of community 
well-being asld because the responsibilities assigned them are usually of a 
high priority nature, maximum efforcs are made to keep lines of communication 
open not only internally but also with the public and with the oeher organiza- 
"tons in the community OR whom they are dependent, e-g., the various utility 
companies, the police and public works departments, 

A 1965 survey conducted by the National Fire Protection Association. of 
fire departments serving cornunities of 20,000 population and over obtained 
the following information on fire alarm service: 
t~ the quescion on alarm service (approximately 750 were contacted), 398, 017 
58 percent, reporced using telegraph type boxes; 90 chtefs, or 13 percent, 
reported tzlephone type boxes; 23 had both t-pes; one Fad radio operated boxes; 
and 173, or 25 percent, had no fire alarm boxes. A number of chiefs reported 
pro'cection by American District Telegraph boxes and other sprinkler super- 
visory alarm systens protecting schools and private property, Four hundred 
and forty-one of 547 chiefs (81 percent) responding to the question on 
alarm service supervision indicated that the fire alarm system was under 
their direct jurisdiction, Through these alarm services, fire departments 
attempt to remain accessible to the general public, Moreover, in a great 
many cities, :he local telephone company has arranged that telephone operators 
automatically transfer incoming calls for fire departnent assistance directly 
to the fire deparcment communications center. 

Of 685 fire chiefs responding 
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:Ltbor;_ t.3 Ches.5 S.ltt5 7\7e ala-rn! systemr by which the general 
..LLi". CZE eormunicrte their needs to local L'ire departments many departments 

ece-ii~e L-,Lephone service to a number rjf other organizations. Many 
re 6epactnents have d.irect-line telephones to police, street, water, 

is26 of certalr! pQtent<ah impediments to their operation. If a 
s r;Iosed or water rnairl oxc of operac-ion, fire communications personnel. 
Che various ff2-e sCa-lfonc in the area so chat responding companies 

- I  

sy; . .?JF . .; -' ~ + 7 ccapr_r~ies, Through chese Zacilicies, fire communications personnel 

SA- i-3 adva~xce of possible delaysS etc, Frequently these linkages are 

IJ tzadepartmental comunicationr are especially importat during 
~ ~ L L ~ G E  02 high organizational demand, 
---e:hez cmigilzx cmmmFcations aretwozk which links a central communications 

cac~-rs-x cecter can r~.ziatain contzct with operacing ranits in the fFeLd by using 
:~JC - i ~ q  .-?diose 
~ i a c ~ e  ze37eaZ~ rhai of the 697 cotmunities with a population over 20,000 

AI1 major fire departments have a 

the various statfons in the department, AdditFonally, the c ~ n ~ t ~ ~ ~ n i -  

The same National Fire Protection Association study cited 

g-7- 3sI.LLLgg r 7 --r 91.5 percent hzve 100 percent of their vehicles equipped with radio. 
- eke 6C- clt-ies not having complete radio, 17 had all but one vehicle 

ea-ripped il"nd E3 had all but 2 vehicles equipped, leaving only 30 cities, or 

repsroed having no radio equipment,4 
- r r  3 pe-~cer~t with more thax 2 radioless vehiczes. Only one fire department 

When, for any reason, the communications 
:m wkich in~egrates the department s sapervisory, logistical decision- 

znCi operational efforts ceases to function adequately, the department's 
TeLl%,ss Ls likeLy to be J-educed, 

T .II> sum: fire departments in the United States are Largely creations of 
r: siL= copmnities wi-thin which they operate, (There are some departments which 

xgs22ze& and maintained by civil defense agencies but these represent c 

..,---"-, t-:=-.:~ saa.11 percentags of th.e total nuder,) ~hn, vast majority of the flre 
3epar:mments in thLs country h ~ v e  two overriding purposes : (1) the preservation 

FI . 
ii:- *. -- ak~xzri f7. TESe, a d  (2) the protection of property. While there are many 

T.77 .:.L Phese pwjpose.s2 they try to confina their activities almost entire117 to 
qbcwe purposes, The eo-mmications systems of most city fire departments 

E;: .'i qu F t e c. omp 1 ex a i d  techno 7,. o g i c all y s pph i ,c i c at ed. 

..-L2 C;.e.LLm~ fn ~hich. fire departments carry out other tasks indirectly associated. 

A. * 

The s e s y s t ems b c  lude 
e6 Sy wbich +,hey c a  maintain extensive intradepartmntal C Q ~ U ~ i c a t i o n S  
telephones? public address systemsg telegraphs aad two-way radios 
tion uf i: fire. department's comwnica+,i3ns nemork, especially during " 
cf high dexiald., would pose 2 serious prrsblem for the department; 
ea most large departments have a number of alternative or "back-up" 

-exa a'; Chair drsposal. 

 he Disaster Involvement of Fire Departments 

Zecsuse of its s c a m s  as one of the m o  major emergency organizations, 
--. c , r.- - rr vFt5 zke pclice deparernent, Che fire departmerzt is likely to-be one of the 



first community organizations to be amre of the impact of a community disaster. 
This is less likely to come about through the reporting of zn organizational 
member than by the fact that the communications network of the fire department 
allows i~ access to emergency calls to other organizations -- notably the police, 
Police department: personnel are much more likely to monitor the environment 
within the commmity azd to be alert to disaster cues; but their reporting and 
the reportling of others is generally monitored by the fire department, The 
department, 0.E course, may be notified itself since there is general knowledge 
that it constantly maintains personnel and equipment which might be of value 
En an emergency, Once notified, the degree of involvement of fire departments 
in community emergencies depends on a number of factors: 
the precipitating event, i.e., whemer the event is a hurricane, flood, 
explosion, etc.; (2) the magnitude and duration of the emergency; (3) the 
resourc&s possessed by the department; and (4) the availability of other 
community and extracommunity resources. 

(1) the nature of 

Disaster agents can be classified on a number of dimensions, e.g., 
amount of warning, scope of impact, suddenness of impact, the nature of the 
agent. Disasters in which fire is the major threat rather than a secondary 
one are currently relatively rare in the United States. This is somewhat in 
contrast to the historical iinportance of fire-related disasters and the 
vividness with which these events are remembered, 
played an important part in the following classes of events in the past:5 

For example, fires have 

1, 

2, 

Fires involving the burning of large portions of cities 

London, 1666, Estimates placed two-thirds of the city in rubble 
(13,200 buildings destroyed), but official figures indicated only 
6 killed out of a population estimated at 600,000. 

Chicago, 1871. In 24 hours, 250 people were killed and 17,000 
buildings burned. Most of the business section was wiped out; 
damage was valued at $168 million. 
over 34 square miles. 

The area destroyed extended 

San Frarrcisco, 1906- In 48 hours, fire devastated 4 square miles 
of the city, burned 28,000 buildings, and killed 452 people, Damage 
was estimated at $1 billion. At that time the city population was 
about 400,000 - 
Fires involving structures and concentrations of people 

Iroquois Theatre, Chicago, 1903: 602 killed 

Lakeview School, Collingwood, Ohio, 1908: 175 killed 

Triangle Shirtwaist Comapny, New York, 1911: 146 killed, 70 injured 

Cocoanut Grove Nightclub, Boston, 1942: 492 killed 
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%IngLing Brozhers, Barnurn and Bailey Circus, Hartford, 1944: 103 
kZllecl, 261 serioasly injured 

Hotel Winecoff, Aizlanta, 1946: 119 killed, 163 injured 

3, Ship fires 

S,S, MGrrc Castle, off the coast of New Jersey, 1934: 134 killed 

S,S. Gr&dcamp, Texas City, Texas, 1947: Fire started in the hold and 
the ship exploded, killing 400. A nearby plant caught on fire as well - 
as other ships. 
were injured, and the loss was estimated at $67 million. 

The fire burned two days, 1,000 were killed, 4,000 

4.. Forest fires 

Peshtigo Forest Fire, Wisconsin and Michigan, 1871: 1,500 killed 

Minnesota Forest Fire, 1918: 500 killed 

Fia"sne arid New Hampshire Forest Fires, 1947: 16 killed, 1,200 homes 
destroyed 

5. Yartime fires related to bombing 6 

Gzmz~y, World War 11: 
in Germany was caused by fire, 

Approximately 80 percent of all destruction 

P,c",erdam, 1940: After the initial bombing, fires developed and in 
e four-day period, the fire area spread to approximately one square 
mile, 
1,147 persons killed. 

Some 11,000 houses with 25,000 living quarters were destroyed, 

Mambe~rg, 1943: 
50,000 killed, 37,000 injured, Of 450,000 houses, 253,000 were 
destroyed, and 45,000 were damaged. 

Fire destroyed an area of about one square kilometer, 

Tokyc, Mzrch 1945: 
85,OGO died and 40,000 injured. 

The fire area covered about 15 square miles, 
Over 267,000 buildings were destroyed, 

WhLle most of the preceding examples have been historically important, 
=%ey a;Pe ais0 relatively unique and historically conditioned. Most of the 

;~m irietkods permitted such a spreading fire, and also occurred before the 
Zei;elopmmi; of professional fire departments. Many of the fires involving 
S ~ X C F T C T ~ S  znd large concentrations of people led to the development of 
SzzflCFng sefety s taqdards and legal standards involving fire protection measures. 
SP~D r'f_res led to the development of standards and safety precautions including 
I?~GULIP,S far the loading and storage of volatile materials. 

r_r ..-res which destroyed large portions of cities occurred at a time when construc- 

Wartime fires 
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caused by bombing are aEse hiscoricaiiy specir'ic, In other words, the 
recurrence of suc5 disasters in more modern times, while possible, is 
unlikely.. Changes in technology, the establishment of standards and safety 
measures, and the development of improved fire-fighting methods and techniques 
have lowered the risk considerably. 

Since our primary focus is on the fire department in disasters, this 
also precludes major concern here wFth forest fires. While forest fires still 
occur with regularity in some sections of the United States, the response to 
such fixes usually involves a form different than one would find in most 
community disasters. The techniques used -- water and chemical bombing, 
back-burning, etc, -- are seldom used in fires in more heavily populated 
conrmunities, In addition, the organization to fight such forest fires in the 
gaited States usually involves a relatively unique coalition of forces, 
including the U.S. Forest: Service, a number of small fire departments, and a 
large number of volunteers. 

The major focus here will be on fire department operations in communities 
whicn have experienced major disasters involving fire or ihe threat of fire 
and which place extensive demands on the fire organization. These can occur 
in a variety of situations, although many specific disasters do not involve a 
high fire threat and subsequently do not present demands OR the fire depart- 
ment. In recent years, a new type of "disaster" in the United States, civil 
disturbances, has provided sttuaiions with high threat of fires. During the 
1965 Watts disturbance in Los Angeles, over 500 buildings were damaged by fire, 
208 02 which were totally destroyed, 
damaged or destroyed during the Detroit disturbance in 1967, one-third of 
which were residences. Other disturbances, which were not as severe, have 
also produced extensive fire damage. 
situations and because they have been situattons in which high demands were 
made on the fire department, we have included observations about them here 
wtth the more traditional types of disaster agents, 

Approximately 750 structures were 

Because of the recent importance of these 

As a beginning to understanding the operations of fire departments in 
diisasiler, it is important to place them in the context of involvement in 
dLsaster activities by all of the organizations within the community, 
how the fire department relates  is^ other Fnvolved orgmizations provides the 
beginning to understanding some of the problems of the department. 

Seeing 

The Context of Organizational Involvement 

To clarify the discussion of fire department activities in disasters 
let us look first at the xo1e of the fire department in relation to other 
organizations i_r, the community which a1SG become involved in disaster work. 
To illustrate this involvement, organizations performing disaster-related 
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---cFc, -ai be sesn as co~stituting four different types. These can be derived 
by czass-classifying two variables: (1) the nature of the disaster tasks 
b;i J,L,ch * 

perLod structure of these groups. 
zrc uTdertaken by the various groups, and (2) the nature of the emergency 

?n a disester, a group's tasks may be those which are everyday, routine, 
ssklgned responsibilities; or, instead, the tasks may be new, novel, assumed, 

If a police department controls traffic, 
E ?',?re department fights fires, a radio station transmits news, or a hospital. 
I-Y~BES the injured, these are regular or traditional tasks for such groups, 
&I the other hand, the nonregular or newly created nature of tasks are seen 
in situations where a National Guard battalion has the responsibility of 
pr~r95ding water for a community, an American Legion post shelters evacuees, 
or f%.e-emen sort arid distribute clothing from a relief center. 
possible initially to divide organizations into those having regular and those 
hzwing nonregular tasks 

t?nu.sual for the groups involved. 

Thus, it is 

It is also possible to differentiate between groups with an old or 
ezisting structure, and those with a new or crisis-developed structure. 
fsraner is one in which members have definite pre-disaster social relationships 
vi-PLt2-1 one another, especially in their work activities, and exist as an entity 
g s f m  to the disaster event. During a disaster, the members of such groups 
tmrk in somewhat the same work relationships they had prior LO the emergency. 
Thus, the members Qf a city fire department activated in a disaster maintain 
che-ir normal pre-disaster work relationships while they engage in tasks during 
tke emergency, 

The 

OD. the other hand, new structures may come into being during the 
emerge~cy, Such groups may either mushroom from a small pre-disaster core or 
=hey ma37 involve the crystallization of some totally new entity. The crucial 
feeture is that such groups have no actual pre-emergency existence, at least 
2;: rhe form which they take during Che emergency. 
Ked Cross chapter whose handful of full-time paid personnel provides the 
cacleus for the volunteers who undertake most of the expanded group's work, 
K.: example of an emergent group would be the search-and-rescue teams which 
Cmelop in the immediate post-disaster emergency period. 

An example would be a Local 

The particular types which occur in the immediate post-disaster period - 
5-1-2 depicted in figure 2, 

Type I is an established group carrying out regular tasks. This is 
cxezplified by a city fire department fighting a fire caused by a ruptured 
,cas lLne after a tornado struck a community. 

Type II is an expanding group with regular tasks. The group frequently 
r+cic: 'f on paper'' not as an ongoing organization prior to the disaster event, 
z ~ d  would be illustrated by Salvation Army volunteers running a feeding 
sril_zation after a hurricane. 
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FIGURZ 2: TYPES OF ORGANIZED BEHAVIOR IN DISASTERS 

TU&§ - 
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hB ! I 
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~ y p e  111 is an exteadidg group which undertakes nonregular tasks. This 
is illustrated by a taxi company utilizing its men and equipment to transport 
casualties during rescue operations. 

Type IiT is an emergen: group which becomes engaged in nonregular tasks, 
example is an sd hoc group made up of the city engineer, the police chief, 

a 1ocaI representative of  he state health department, and a Red Gross 
official whhch coordinates the overall community response during a f Lood, 

Type I organlzations, such as fire departments, are operating entities 
prior to a disascer ev&t, 
usuaiTy have specific tasks, fairly clear-cut lines of authority, designated 
channels of commixation, and explicit roles for decision making. These 
organizations become quickly involved in any community emergency. 
organizations within the community and individuals within the specific organi 
za-cims, on the basis 02 their past experiences, expect such organizations to 
enter inmediately into emergency acitvities, 

When they enter into disaster activities, the37 

Other 

Persoanel of Type I organizations have a decided advant-age in operating 
T;n an energency context since they can carry prior work relationships as well 
as knowledge of the previous functioning of the organization into their 
dtsaster activlctes, 
during disasters are the same as the tasks performed during normal times, rhey 
hcve little or no problem dealing wich unfamiliar tasks, a problem which Type 
111 and IV organizatFons experience. 

Because most: of the tasks which such organizations perform 
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Fire Department Tasks 

The fire department as ar, example of Type I organizations, is accustomed 
i^ Lu performing practically all of the tasks i~ encounters fn disasters, In 
fact, the tasks it does perform are in direct continuity to its pre-disaster 
responsibllities = For example, following a tornado which devastated parts of 
2 rridwestern cicy in June 1966, the fire department became heavily involved in 
se&rch-and-rescue activities, To 2 lesser degree, a northwestern mtlnicipal 
fire department became similarly involved after a 1964. earthquake destroyed a 
large nunrber of structures ir, that city. In each of these cases, fire 
pe: scnnel were carrying out tasks normally associated with their deparments, 
that of saving lives. The di.sastEr within which each functioned was different 
from the other and neicher was directly associated with an actual fFre. 
c01rn-0~1 feature of the two situations is that each department had personnel 
and other resources which could be utilized. in the saving of lives. 
the tornado in the midwestern city, the fire department took an active role 
i~ searching for fallen high voltage electric lines and broken gas mains for 
TAW primary reasons: (I) each posed a thrsat to human life, arid (2) these 
conditions occurring together created a serious fire hazard. 
personnel were engaged in duties not normally associated with fire department 
operations, when viewed from a narrow perspective, they were performing tasks 
related. to Ehe saving of human life and property. 

The 

Following 

Thus, while fire 

The continuity of tasks from their 'hQPmd" activities into disaster 
sitnacitons means that fire deparkments are dealing wFCh situations wii3-1 
which thej. are familiar, Also disasters which do not involve extensive 
seerch-ad-rescue or fire problems tend to be defined as being peripheral to 
the skills and resourc;es possessed by fire departments. Consequently, their 
response is usually confined to the immediate emergency period when the climate 
3f r-he community necessitates the response of all of its emergency organizations. 
Drrrfnrg this emergency period, fire personnel are likely to become involved not 
ori;ky in ssarch and rescue but also become somewhat involved in ~raffLc control, 
the restoration of viea1 communications services, the sransporting of injure2 
CQ hospitals, and the provision of equipment, personnel, and other resources 
T,U high priority tasks. - 

Usually fire department personnel actively resist the performance of 
tasks not clearly associated with their two major tasks. 
mzjo~ citie observed, fire department officials, in conferences wich 
governne3tal officials prior to civil disturbances which occurred in their 
cities, icdfcated their opposition to the use of department personnel and/or 
aqntpment for rict suppression duties, 
deputized and some '%olunteers" were armed during the disturbaaces there, this 
was seen as self protection. Firemen were instructed noz to attempt to 
apprehend Looters or to engage in social control functions normally assigned 
EO l m  enforcement personnel. IR another city, the firemen were prohibited 

haa-i.9 streams 5f water agahst rioters only in situations of self defense. 

Thus, En three 

Although ir? one city all firemeil were 

L L U ~  11, c arrykg firearms d u r h g  the disturbances and were instructed to use 
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~n a third city, fire department officials were adamant in their refusal to 
use fire personnel or other department resources for riot control duties. 

When fire department personnel and/or equipment are committed to non- 
regular tasks following community disasters, fire officials attempt to dis- 
engage departmental resources as quickly as possible. 
not, this practice keeps the demands on fire departments within the limits 
of their capabilities; it also assists in maintaining their organizational 
boundaries; and, it keeps them relatively free in case they must respond to 
those emergenky situations with which they regularly deal. 
department, as noted above, became involved in search-and-rescue operations 
follawing an earthquake there in 1964. 
was completed the fire department withdrew and engaged in preparations to 
combat any fire which happened to break out. 
existed in the port area of the city where thousands of gallons of gasoline 
had been dumped into the water by the rupturing of several large storage 
tanks. The threat was defined as being so great that fire officials gave it 
higher priority than the on-going search-and-rescue effort. The search-and- 
rescue effort, however, had almost been completed and could be completed by 
the nonfire personnel. 

Whether intentional or 

One northwestern 

As quickly as the initial search 

A highly dangerous situation 

The continuity of tasks, tlhe reluctance of the fire department to - become involved in other peripheral tasks, and the rapid disengagement of 
the department from initial emergency tasks enables the fire department to 
control the demands made upon it perhaps better than any other community 
emergency organization. By contrast, the police department has a much 
greater scope of responsibility (or perhaps a much more ambiguous role) so 
that it becomes involved initially in a wider scope Of disaster responsibilities. 
The fire department is able to delimit its responsibilities on the grounds of 
the necessity of maintaining a stance of continual fire readiness. 

The fire department, of course, also has the advantage of other Type I 
organizations in that its members are accustomed to working together as a 
unit and are familiar with the procedures and operations of the organization. 
Because of this, these types of organizations have fewer operational problems 
than do other types. Further, the fire department has a rather paradoxical * 

advantage over most other organizations which become involved. In disasters, 
untrained volunteers are sometimes necessary as a temporary labor force, but: 
they tend to create organizational problems in integrating them into the work 
force, Since the basic unit of the fire department is the company, the 
availability of equipment tends to place a limit on the amount of departmental 
expansion possible, In other words, efficiency is not necessarily increased 
by adding several men to each company. Therefore, there are technological 
and organizational limits to the use of volunteers. Of course, some fire 
departments depend on volunteers as a part of their regular operation. In 
these instances, fire departments are one of the few established organizations 
which have trained volunteers available and the organizational mechanisms 
ready to utiiize them efficiently. 
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In effect, we have suggested that the fire department is most likely, 
among all of the community organizations which become involved in disaster 
activities, to continue to cope primarily with tasks which are similar -- in 
many cases identical -- with their pre-disaster responsibilities. It is also, 
able to bring into its disaster activities a somewhat similar and intact 
organizational structure so that it does not have to cope with incorporating 
new members and new procedures during a time of high demand. By its insistenc 
on its primary mission of maintaining a stance of fire readiness at all times, 
it is able to "avoid" being given added and unfamiliar responsibility for new 
and unique dis-aster tasks. Consequently, the fire department perhaps changes 
less than any other organization from its pre-disaster to its disaster 
operations. 
difficulties in disasters which produce high demands. Often the department 
does have to expand its capabilities to meet excessive demands. 
chapter deals with these adaptations. 

This does not mean, however, that its operations are without 

The next 

:e 
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FOOTNOTES : Chap tar 11 

1. This organizational characteristic is in contrast to police departments 
where individual patrolmen are sometimes confronted with emergency 
situations which demand scch an, immediate response that they cannot 
consult with supervisors before acting. This may be one of the reasons 
that more of the acts of individual policemen are criticized by the 
public at large than are those of individual firemen. In addition, the 
range cf tasks performed by individual policemen are less amenable to 
formal structuring than those performed by firemen. However, the more 
important difference between the operation of police and fire departments 
is that the former have traditionally responded to emergencies as closely 
supervised groups whereas the latter have been frequently required by the 
nature of their tasks to rely on the response of one or two patrolmea. 

2. For a more complete analysis of fire demands see Charles S. James, 
A Frontier of Municipal Safety (Washington , D. C. : Public Administration 
Service, 1955), chap. 6. 

3. Fire Service Directory (Boston: National Fire Protection Association, 
1966-67), p. 19. 

4. Fire Service Directory, p. 22. 

5, See Charles F. Haywood, General Alarm: A Dramatic Account of Fires and 
Fire-fighting in America (New York: Dodd, Mead and Company, 1967) and 
Hugh Clevely, Famous Fires (New York: The John Day Company, 1958). 

6, See Hans Brunswig, Practical Experiences of Fire Protection Services 
(Washington: Institute for Defense Analysis, 1966)-; Carl F. Miller 
and James W. Ken, Field Notes on World War I1 German Fire Experience 
(Menlo Park, Cal. : Stanford Research Institute, 1965); and various 
repor%s of the U.S. Strategic Bombing Survey. 
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CHAPTER 111 

ADAPTATION TO DISASTER TASKS : OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS 

As we have indicated in the previous chapters, every organization 
develops certain patterned ways of carrying out its tasks. 
ments these are based on their day-to-day experience with routine emergencies 
as well as antkipated extraordinary demands. 
widespread emergencies is different, however, from actually operating in them. 
There are certain dimensions of the emergency situation which provide an 
operacing context €or the fire department that is quite different from normal 
operations D 

For fire depart- 

Anticipating functioning in 

The Development of a New Context for Operations 

Immediately after disaster impact, organizations such as the fire 
depsrtxent, have to operate under conditions of great uncertainty. Initially 
a disaster event provides only tentative suggestions,as to the scope of its 
inpact and, therefore, emergency organizations have little accurate knowledge 
as to the magnitude sf the demamds that will be made upon them in the ensuing 
hours. A cornon tendency among individuals in all organizations is to "do 
s~methtng.'' With such motivations, organizational members sometimes become 
9;3voLved in ac.tivities which have little relationship to their pre-digaster 
activities or to the organization's anticipated role in such an emergency. 
Comicrrient of individuaP members often leads to the commitment of other 
organizational resources. 
tions nay find ie difficult to divest themselves of these newly acquired 
responsibilities, The fire departmeat, because its structure is based on the 
rampang format, is not as likely to become involved in "extraneous" tasks as a 
result of nembers acting on their own as is, for example, $he police depart- 
ment d x x e  rhe autonomous actions of patrolmen can claim other resources and 
ca,pabFlities of the department. 
to confront another problem. 
czpabilfties, there Is always the expectation that the fire department will 
becs~e i~volved in an emergency. It generally has emergency plans which allow 
qui.ck mobilization and it is likely to possess significant resources which are 
ready mil walting. During the early part of the emergency period, in the 
absezzce cf a clear definition of the scope and nature of the tasks which have 
been c-:eated by the disastar event, there is "pressure'' generated both 
IntercalIy and externally, to become involved. 

Once involved in a particular endeavor, organiza- 

The fire department, however, is more likely 
Being a community organization with known 

Tne most persisteer,t dilemma that the fire department faces in disaster is 
its ability to-maint&;in what it sees as its major task, that of fire 
supp~ession, in the face of other demands which emerge in the post-impact 
sitca?-lor. Post-impact develops aD emergency consensus, that is, an implic'it 
agreepent miong community members as to what tasks are important. While 
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"normal" cornunity life is characterized by multiple and somewhat contradictory 
values, a disaster event tends to order values more explicitly. 
care for victims takes first priority, and other tasks which are not somehow 
related to this overriding concern tend to be given lower priority. In this 
context, if there have been no major fires created by the impact of the 
disaster agent, fire department members, feeling the collective expectations 
of the community to use their resources to help in some way, do become 
involved in other disaster-related tasks. 
seareh-and-rescue efforts. 
of protecting human life and therefore within the scope of the organizational 
charter of the department, officials often exhibit great ambivalence toward 
such involvement, 
tasks of fire suppression and prevention. It has been our observation that 
they almost immediately atternpt to withdraw to a fire readiness stance. 
immediate response fulfills community expectations about their role in 
emergencies; publing back to fire readiness fulfills their prime organizational 
responsibility. Until the transition is made, however, there is considerable 
anxiety and ambivalence among fire department officials 

By and large, 

Fire personnel often participate in 
While this is initially justified on the grounds 

They are concerned about what they see as their more central 

Their 

Even with the new operating context in the emergency period-after a 
disaster event, fire departments usually have a number of adaptations which 
zhey can make to a rapid increase in demads. 

Planned Adaptations to Excessive Demands 

Fkre departments are perhaps one of the best organized of the various 
ccmnunity emergency organizations to cope with disaster tasks. To meet 
excessive demands which may be forthcoming in a disaster situation, Eire 
departments sometimes have available reserve apparatus and/or_have mutual aid 
pacts which can be invoked. 
department is often alp integral part of their own emergency operating plans. 
We will discuss these briefly before tdking about other more direct internal 
adaptations which characterize departments. 

This ability to increase the capabilities of a 

A few Parge urban fire departments have at least a minimum number of 
reserve apparatus which can be mobilized for emergencies. 
m s t  often manned by recalled off-duty personnel. 
department, the third largest in the United States, put twentyr reserve 
companies into service during the fires related to a civil disturbance. These 
reserve companies were manned by some of the 875 men who were called to duty 
by fire officials. 
heavy demands. Within most major fire departments, there is no such reservoir 
of reserve resources which can be tapped when demands begin to outstrip the 
department's normal operating capabilities. 
handles large but nondisaster emergencies through assigning additional 
existing companies via, second, third, fourth alarms, etc. These additional 
alarms rely on apparatus and personnel normally on duty. 
dispatched from stations near the ones from which the initial response was made. 

These apparatus are 
For example, one fire 

This was, however, an atypical adaptation to unusually 

A fire department more typically 

They are usually 
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A mtiltiple alarm fire may "strip" an area of its fire protection. 
occurs 
and personnel, 
resources that ir is forced to rely on'mutual aid assistance. The activation 
of reserve wits and recall of off-duty personne1,when avai_Fable, usually 
apply only to major conflagrations or to fires which threaten Eo become such. 
Undoubtedly, one of the factors explaining the. primary reliance on "active" 
personnel. and apparatus is that only a small percentage of the fire departments 
irr the United Stares have significant reserve equipment. 
ment, the value-of increased personnel is limited to relief of those on duty. 

major civil disturbance because they had only one piece of reserve apparatus and 
it had been pressed into service immediately because one of the "active" engines 
broke down, At the time of the disturbance, the department possessed thirty- 
six engine companies, sixteen hook and ladders, two snorkels, and four rescue 
squads; yet it had only one piece of reserve apparatus. 
the largest fire departments in the country, the limitations which could be 
imposed 

When this 
the commmications center may institute a "move-up" of other apparatus 

Major conflagrations in a community may so drain a department's 

Without reserve equip- 
The 

f:' rre department of one large city only recalled a few off-duty personnel during a 

Since it was one of 

many American fire departments during large disasters+ are apparent. 

Fire departments can also respond to excessive-or unique demands, of 
course, through the activation of mutual aid pacts or agreements. Many fire 
departments have mutual aid agreements with neighboring departments to draw on 
the resources of one another in unusual emergency situations, In many states, 
khe governor activates certain mutual aid pacts between local fire departments 
and ci~ril defense organizations with fire fighting resources. Such pacts, 
hm7ever> have certain limitations in a widespread disaster, 

Of course, fire deparcments prepare for unusually heavy demands by 
deve'8oping emergency operating plans which may arrange for the use of such 
resources as Rave been mentioned, 
m e  city to another, tlhey generally provide for the notification of a 
department's chief officers, the mobilization of reserve equipment and the 
reed1 of personnel, the establishment of cornand posts and control centers, 
%he aliocatj.on of departmental resources, and the activation of mutual aid 
pacts, Data indicate, however, that disaster plans or emergency operating 
procedures are not always used by organizations experiencing heavy demands. 
Often the plans are altered during the course of the organization's responses 
aid i~ some illstances are ignored entirely, 
been used most effectively in those instances (1) when there is considerable 
congruity between the anticipated and actual disaster, and (2) when the 
organization has prepared its personnel for disaster activities via numerous 
sirnulaticms, For example, one fire department experienced a number of 
unanticipated organizational problems as a result of fires during a civil 
disturbance, 
operating procedures embodied in an emergency plan, many of these grew out of 
the department Is experience with widespread brush fires and were not applicable 
io the conditions which existed during the disturbance. As a result, many of 
the adaptations made by the department were spontaneous -- the existing 
disastels plan as such was never officially put into operation, 
the fire departments in two other cities made only minor changes in their 

Although these plans vary a great deal from 

Disaster plans appear to have 

Although the department had a rather exhaustive set of emergency 

By contrast, 
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riot-fire plans since  hey bid c~nsciously strucrured them i.n the lighs of 
%ha.t had occurred in other #cities with disturbance experience, 
menEcs in both citFes had grepared i;heir officers and nen for the possibilicy 
of combating a Karge number of incendiary fires in areas made all but 
untenable by h o s ~ i l e  crowds. 
many trafning services for its fire suppression personnel prior to the 
disturbance and every member of the department possessed and was expected to 
be familiar with  he emergency plan, In the first city, the large number of 
incendisry fieres and the actions 05 the citizens in the area were unantici- 
pated and as a-result little preparation had been made for dealing with them. 
The fire departments in the other two cbsies, on the other hand, had 
anficipated both of these conditions and had planned accor6ingly. 
fire departments, the rioting and €:res, and the cities themselves are 
difEerent in each af these instances, the point seems valid, nonetheless, 
 hat when there is considerable congruity bemeen the anticipated and actual 
txperience a-nb when the organization has prepared its personnel via numerous 
dsiEfs and simulations, predisaster planning is much more effecitve. Since no 
preestablished p i a  can provide for every possible emergency contingency, 
those plans ghich offer alternative courses of action and flexibility at the 
same elm? ~ u l d  seem to be the most useful in disaster settings. 

The depart- 

The department in one city had conducted a great 

While the 

- 

TG reiterate, fire departments prepare for periods of unusually heavy 
demand primarily by relying on those resources within their own department 
which can be mobilized with relatively little effort; by developing certain 
fonnal plans which alert and allocate its resources; and by relying on 
organizational resources 03 an external character. When these resources are 
either lfmited or mavahl&I.le, as frequently DCCUKS, fire departments may 
adopt certaln other procedures which are ad hoe. 

Unplanned Adaptations LO Excessive Demands 

One of zhe adjusernents which many organizations make when cen-fronted 
with demands which exceed therr capacity tu3 respond is to alter their methods 
~f opexation, These alteretions include changes in Gask performance, in the 
authsr%.ty and decision-making patterns, in the processes of boch inter- and 
inzl-a- organizarional communications and in the mobilization ani distribution 
of ~BSOCTCBS, rdiat is generally true for organizational adjustment to 
e.xcessi_ue dernands is als5 true for fire departments specifically.  he response 
of the one fire department TO the fires created by civil disturbance will be 
used as an exampla or' how one department attempted to adjust 2es operational 
jsrocedvrres dvrrfng a period of high demand, 

This fire department, when confronted with more fires than they could 
combat in zhe normalhy prescribed ways, made several adjustments by which 
their efficiancy was increased, including changes in fire suppression techniques, 
decfsion-making, etc, While irhe department had mutual aid agreements with 
appasximately en7enty flr5 departments adjacent to them, they activated only 
em or three or' these briefly. Because the rlocing and fires were not confined 
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:s kkLe city, city fire off4cia53 dEd not feel they could request aid from 
nsrg2utring Zeparrments wsich were faced with the possibility of heavy demands 
from ~5thir- their own disrrfcts The 'IS tace" Defense Organization, in realiLy 
E. local civl,l defense crganization, was not accivated until Saturday afternoon 
about 2:0f p.rn,, so that its additional resources were not available during 
i-,'r?e height 04 the fires which occurred on Friday evening and early Saturday 
morning, Thus, the department faced extremely heavy demands more or less on 
eberr mi?. 
wfeh recelled personnel. Even wfth these addieional resources ~ however, they 
were not able ia suppress in normal fashion the many fires burning In the city 
partly because of their number and partly because of harassment from the 
rioters. Faced with unusual and heavy demands at a time when mutual aid and 
ocher e~~traorganizational resources were unavailable, the department 
spoataneous3.y devekcped a see of emergency operating procedures, 
deperment riid have an official emergency plan, it was followed only in some 
instarices and never 632s declared officially in force. 

They did mob5lize all of their reserve apparatus and manned it 

Although the 

One of the firs^s n;ajor adjustments made by the department concerned 
authority and clecis'ion making. On the first evening of the rioting, and on 
successive days and nights as well, the chief officer in the department 
personally superv%sed the field operations of the department. 
ba~tslion chiefs ordered his companies not to enter an area made dangerous by 
host53.e crowds, the acting chief of the department was summoned at his home 
and i-mediately proceeded 20 the battalFon headquarters of the companies 

at the scene, Although he agreed with the decision which had been made by the 
bar_ta%km chief: he decided that the companies involved ought to make a strong 
e5fcc LG suppress ail fires Sn the area, The acting chief then communicated 
. % * L E ~  -- 
ahhch fTr-2 personnel could carry out their tasks. 
part2sj ~ o x m m 6  3f the department's field sperations -- a positiorr he and hFs 
~3cte~s~x-s at2 ROE ~elinquish until the heavy demands were past, 

When one of the 

-:nvolved, -_ Be consulted briefly with the bafrtalion chief and other officers 

the p,yZk9 deparment and arranged for more systemtic protection by 
At this point, he assumed 

Anorher ~aju: adjustment made during the early stages of the riozing 
~Pfezted apparatus respanse, Normally, responding apparatus frequently report 
to a flre as individual units, o€ten using different streets. Due tc crowd 
harassment, all units were to be dispatched ir, task forces comprised of two 
engines an~l 2 Zzdder truck plus a chief officer. These apparatus and personnel 
7- *%~TE: tc be 6"Lcpatched jointly and proceed to and from fire calls as a unif. 

A th5rd and very important operational adjustment concerned actual fire 
eup~ression techniques, During the rioting, the responding personnel were 
7 -  LFLstm.c.ceS co go in, "knock the fires down'' by using extremely heavy streams 
ctf water, ar,d then leave. Litzle or no attention was to be given these 
pr~cedures des-Egned EO limit water damage or to those duties usually associated 
wieh the prevention of rekindling. This adjustment freed both men and equip- 
ment much scloner than usual and increased the department's overall capabflities (I 
As far i l ~  fire suppression was concerned, the focus of the department an this 
t h e  w e  CE the prevenzios of fire spread more than on any other single factor. 
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In spite of these important adjustments in the decision-making process 
and in fire suppression techniques, the department was still unable at times 
to meet all of the demands made on it, which led to the establishment and 
formalization of a priority list by which the department's resources were 
allocated. The priorities established from highest to lowest were: 

1. 
2. Large valuable properties; 
3. Structures in areas not previously having fires; 
4. 
5. Structures isolated from other buildings; 
6. Automobile fires ; 
7. 

Occupancies where a life hazard was believed to exist; 

Structures already extinguished several times; 

Ala= received from areas made untenable by the rioters. 

The prioriiies established by the list were largely determined by the two basic 
organizing principles: 
of most fire departments in the United States today. 

(1) preservation of life and (2) protection of property, 

In addition to adopting this set of priorities, the department sought to 
conserve its resources further by discontinuing many of the perfunctory duties 
associated with their operations. 
e.g., the street and water departments, were discontinued as were the alarm 
checks made w5th the department's 109 station houses at 7:OO a.m. each day. 
Significantly, during the peak fire period, comrmnications personnel dis- 
continued Iceephg records. 
ceased during the emergency. 

Routing calls to various city agencies, 

Routing drills and fire inspection duties also 

In addition to the adjustments listed above, fire department officials 
made several additional changes in their comunications procedures. 
extremely heavy load placed on the department's main alarm center forced one 
early adjustment. 
period. Since many alarms turned out to be false, the department decided not 
to dispatch units on the basis of street alarms from the riot area. Other 
adaptations included the assigning of fire personnel to the police command 
post to facilitate coordination between the two departments, and the assuming 
of dispatching duties by communications officers who would not normally perform 
these tasks. "his latter adjustment served two useful purposes for the 
department: 
and (2) those making important decisions, some of which were highly unusual, 
were able to do so without following the usual chain of command. Those who 
would have normally been consulted before basic alterations were made were 
frequently those making the alterations. 

The 

The center received approximately 1,000 alarms in a 24-hour 

(1) highly experienced persons were placed in crucial positions; 

While the organizational adaptations outlined do not exhaust the changes 

Significantly, many of these adaptations made 
made by the department during the rioting and fires, they do cover in a general- 
way the major adaptations made. 
in this department on an ad hoc basis have become structured and more or less 
institutionalized in the emergency operaeng procedures of other large urban 
fire departments. Field investigations at a later date in two other cities 
following riots and fires reveal that fire and other officials adopted and 
formalized many of the adaptations made by the department. 
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Eeluctance to Receive Outside hid 
__I 

IP general, Large American fire departments are quite reluctant to enlist 

Fer instance, one department rejected an offer to rent large water fans 
Further- 

the sid of organizatFons andlor indivFduais not usually used during pre-disaster 
cirnes. 
from a private organization in their city for use during the rioting. 
mcre, no evFdenee indicates that large American fire departments in recent 
years have permitted ”volunteers” to man their appa.ratus ~ 
volunteer deparments conceivably do accept assistance from outside the depart- 
ment, especfahl57 from individuals who offer their services at the scene of i! 
Earge fl_re. 

- 

However, small 

While large fire departments in the United States are most reluctant to 
accept: ‘‘o~tside’’ assistance, such is not she case everywhere. 
Che Hobart Fire Department in Tasmania, Australia, when confronted with 
extrerneEy heavy demands during the destructive fires which swept that island 
in February 1967, permitted a large number of volunteers to enter their 
organization. 
drwsght made much of Tasmania susceptible to the kind of conflagration most 
feared by residents of that island. 
the outlying areas of the island were whipped by winds which at times reached 
a speed of 65 knots. 
they also carried embers and burning brands which set off additional blazes 
wherever they landed, To combat these many fires, the island had limited 
~esonrces by American standards e ~ 

For example, 

An exeended period of hot dry weather accompanied by a preceding 

Fires which had been smoldering in some of 

Not only did these winds make existing fires more intense, 

Most of the island’s fire fighting resources were centered in Hobart, 
the capital city of Tasmania. In February 1967, the city had a population of 
epp:-oximately 53,000, At the time of the disaster, a total of 74 men, includ- 

e%e rematning personnel and equipment were housed in three nearby substations. 
W fourth substation was manned entirely by volunteers. 
-_?e %bzrt fire brigade is extremely large and since resources, including 
prsonneii and equipment, are quite limited, it normally depends on many 
citizen ~~Eunteers, In Ferntree, about 6 miles from Hobart, 102 of 350 resi- 
derts wers registered as auxiliary fire brigade members. This auxiliary was 
corrsiclered an extension of Hobart’s all-paid fire brigade. In addition to a 
number of these official auxiliaries, some private crtizens engage, although 
1sss frequently, in fire fighting activities. At the time of the 1967 fires, 
rhe Isl~nd’s fire fighting resources consisted of a small number of pro- 
fessfonals coupled with unpaid auxiliaries who respond regularly to certain 
fires, and cPtizen volunteers who respond irregularly to emergency situations. 

? i s ,  5 officers, were in the fire brigade. Fifty-two men were in Hobart proper; 

Since the area assigned 
z. * 

At the most critical stage of the fires, only one fire official was on 
iiaq at Bobart’s downtown headquarters. 
responsibility €or sorting hundreds of citizen volunteers into small crews, 
giving them whst equipment was still available, and dispatching them to fires, 
Most of these crews, armed in many instancesronly with wet sacks, responded to 
ffres unaccompanied by a trafned officer or fireman because none were available. 

Among other things, he had to assume 
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To reiterate, there is no evidence to indicate that recruitment of 
nondepartmental personnel by large urban fire departments in the United States 
has ever taken place, although kt would offer an additional resource by which 
fire departments could expand their organizational capabilities. By contrast, 
some disaster-oriented organizations rely heavily on nonprofessionals during 
large-scale emergencies. 
staffed by a few core personnel during nonemergency periods. 
on 
related to existing or current emergencies. 
that they will become active in a different way during a disaster. 
sense, they can be seen as a nucleus with standby functions to be activated 
for anticipated needs in large-scale disasters. 
small, central, permanent cadre of workers provide a name and a core around 
which a great many volunteers are. mobilized for emergency tasks. After the 
disaster effects have been dissipaced, the volunteer members "retire" from 
their duties and the organization returns to its normal, pre-disaster structure. 
The chief adaptations which fire departments make in post-disaster environments 
when the demands made of them exceed their capacity to respond include 
alterations in the following areas: in an organization's operationalprocedures, 
in its authority and decision-making structures, in its allocation of resources, 
in its communications processes, and in its recruitment of large numbers of 
volunteers and/or other extraorganizational resources. 

Local Red Cross chapters, for example, are most often 
While,they carry 

certain traditional tasks, their normal time activities are not directly 
It is clearly expected, however, 

In one 

When the disaster occurs, the 

However, fire departments maintain a high degree of organizational 
readiness at all times and part of that readiness includes a number of 
adaptive procedures which make ad hoc or 'extemporaneous alterations unnecessary, 
The first part of this chapter outlined briefly some of the "built in" adaptive 
techniques followed by most large urban fire departments today. Only in 
extreme cases -- when demands on the organization wholly outstrip its resources; 
when the demands are highly unusual or unexpected, such as those associated 
with widespread rioting and harassment; or when an organization loses, through 
cme cause or another, much of its response capability -- is the fire depart- 
ment Likely to make major, unplanned changes in its organizational structures. 

Since fire departments are organized along paramilitary lines, they tend 
to maintain rather rigorously their organizational boundaries. 
ments, when pressed into duties not identified as their regular responsibility, 
tend to free themselves of nonregular tasks as quickly as possible. 
characteristic applies also to departmental adjustments resulting from 
excessive demands. Rarely, if ever, do emergency adjustments become a part of 
ehe normal operating procedures of the department. 
ment mentioned earlier had returned to near normal operations a full day before 
the emergency period was declared ended. 
existing emergency plans or written new ones as a result of the rioting and 
fires, the basic organizational structures and operational procedures of these 
departments have remained constant. When changes in normal procedures are 
made, they tend to be relatively minor. 

Fire depart- 

This 

For example, the depart- 

While the departments have altered 
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Perhaps this rigidity can best be explained by noting again that fire 
departments and their operations are regulated by state laws and by the codes 
establ-ished by the American Insurance Association. 
possibility of radical changes occurring in fire department procedures. 
it explains the adamant position taken by fire officials on the penetration 
of ?heir organizational boundaries by ’rcivilian” groups or individuals. 
these officials are both legally and professionally responsible for the 
performance of their departments during emergencies, they are acutely sensitive 
to the potential loss of control represented by the presence of extraorganiza- 
tionaf resource3 or personnel. 

This alone mitigates the 
Also, 

Since 

This chapter has described the adaptation of fire departments to hi& 
demand situations. 
large emergency situations: (1) by structuring their resources to have a 
reserve force on call at all times; (2) by preparing emergency opentating plans 
Ln antic2patlon of major emergencies; and (3) by developing mutual aTd pacts 
with neighboring departments and civil defense organizations when possible. 
Faced with demands which exceed or negate these back-up resources, fkre 
departments, like other complex organizatfons, usually make certaLn ad hoe 
ailaptations in an effort to keep some balance between demands and capabilit5es. 
These adaptations have included changes: (1) 3.n methods of operaZion; (2) in 
authority and decision-making processes; (3) ia allocation of resources; 
(4) in nonperformance of certain low priority fmctleans; (5) in cornmicatias 
procedures ; and (6) i.n permitting nonorganizat-ional resources chiefly h the 
form of personnel, to’become jnvolved in organizational tasks, 

Fire departments are organiaed to deal wPth relatively 

Finally, most of the changes adopted on ara ad hoc basis by fire depart- 
ments are rarely structured into their daily performance patterns, possLb3.y 
because fire departments are regulated by state laws and by the codes est&- 
Sishad by certain agencies such as the American &surence Asso@fathn. These 
gugdes tend to mitggate against significant changes in fke suppsessim 
procedures a 
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FOOTNOTES : Chapter 111 

1. For a detailed account of the Tasmanian fires see William Anderson and 
Robert Whitman, "A Few Preliminary Observations on 'Black Tuesday': 
The February 7, 1967, Fires in Tasmania, Australia," Disaster Research 
Center Research Report, no. 19, mimeographed (Columbus: Disaster Research 
Center. The Ohio State University, 1967). 

i 
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RELATIONSHIPS OF THE CI<E DEPARTMEITT WITH OTHER ORGANIZATIONS 

A disaster by its very nature affects all parts of a community, each 
Because of this, many organizations of part affected in va.rying degrees. 

different types and performing different tasks become involved. Thus inter- 
action and interdependence amon-g these groups is inevitable. The fire 
department is draKn into rhis emergency web. The purpose of this chapter is 
to outline briefly whLch organizations are most likely to interact with the 
fire department but, first, the more general problem of interdependence 
amorrg organizations is discussed. 

General Background 

The interdependence which develops in any disaster situation can lead 
tc both cooperative relationships and to those characterized by conflict. 
In any given situation, both tend to be found. 
ter tasks encourages the growth of cooperative interaction around the shared 
goals created by the need to overcome the effects of the disaster., 

However, the nature of disas- 

Cooperation is facilitated, of course, if the organizations involved 
have had priox contact with each other. 
depend on other" sources for supplies and aid as it performs its daily tasks, 
Such dependency relationships usually are built on a cooperative basis, and 
when they exist in this form the disaster activities of a given organization 
are greatly aided. Cooperative relationships can also emerge from preplan- 
ning. This -is usually injtiated by such agencies as civil defense or through 
other emergency plans of local government. Organizations which will become 
heavily involved in disaster activities are usually represented in the plans, 
and each is given certain duties and responsibilities. 
locatipn is designated where liaison representatives of all of these organi- 
zations and perhaps others can meet and coordinate the disaster activities in 
the event the need arises. 
they tend to work well and conflict is minimized. In many other places which 
are not as "disaster prone," however, plans are often superficial and "dust 
gatherersei' When disaster does strike in such places these plans o€ten are 
ineffective and interorganizational coordination must be developed on the 
spot, a fact which heightens the potential for conflict. 

Every organization is forced to 

Comnonly a central 

Where these plans are well developed and rehearsed, 

- 
~n Light of the above it can be said that no static plan is ever 

perfect . 
and. revision. if plans are weak or nonexistent, conflict is more likely. 
Attempts to develop coordination out of such conflict often serve only to 
increase the conflict. This is especially so if there is a scarcity, either . 

reai or perceived, of resources, if new organizations emerge whose functions 

Even in disas ter-prone areas, plans are constantly under s tudy 
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overlap with existing ones, or if there is a similarity in goals among exist- 
ing organizations. The need for planning, coordination, and cooperation is 
evident in any disaster situation. 
serves to emphasize this need. For whatever reasons, however, this need often 
comes to light azly after a disaster event. 

Conflict, wherever it develops, only 

Interorganizational relationships, whether eventuating in cooperation or 
conflict, can best be seen in the context of the necessity for the develop- 
ment of new mechanisms of coordination within a disaster impacted community. 
While some of the relationships established among organizations in their pre- 
disaster conrracts can be carried over into their disaster operations, others 
have to be reworked and some have to be established since organizations find 
new" elements in the disaster environment with which they have had little 
experience. For example, the fire department carried into disaster activity 
considerable experience with the police department but considerably less 
experience with other organizations such as the Red Cross, and perhaps no 
previous experience with a National Guard company which has been called in 
to assist in security tasks. AdapCing to this new organizational envizon- 
ment is almost as critical a disaster task for many departments as is meeting 
the demands of the more familiar fire-related tasks. Below are several 
comments about the specific problems of fire departments in reworking these 
relationships. 

I? 

Interorganizational Relationships of Fire Departments 

1. Fire departments are more autonomous than most other cornunity organi- 
zations in disaster situations. Most organizations lose autonomy in wide- 
spread disaster because they become crucially dependent upon the efforts and 
actions of other organizations within the community. Fire departments, how- 
ever, are able to maintain a greater degree of autonomy than most other - 
organizations. This is true for several reasons. First, such departments 
tend to carry over a great deal of autonomy from their pre-disaster setting 
in the community. This pre-disaster autonomy is based on the fact that 
departments , particularly the large ones with full-time, paid personnel, 
exhibit: a high degree of professionalism. That is, it is assumed by others 
that fire department members are the best judges of what performance 
standards should govern their activities. This professionalism is reinforced 
by laws and performance codes which limit the nature of change which can be 
effected in the performance of the department. Insurance rates which are 
imposed on a community are based in part on the performance and capabilities 
of the fire department. In pre-disaster situations, any action which would 
reduce the efficiency of a department tends to be resisted not only by 
departmental representatives but by property owners as well. 
also has performance standards which it can use as a model, either in 
resisting change or in seeking improvements. 

The department 

This autonomy, based in the pre-disaster structure, is carried over in 
disaster activities. If disaster impact results in fires, there is no doubt 
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as t-o the location of organizational responsibility for fire suppression. 
The fire department has clear legitimacy in these tasks. Since fires involve 
high risks to persons and property, the efforts of the fire department have 
high priority on the scale of values which emerges in the emergency consensus. 
In such a situation, the fire department becomes the focal organization in 
chis effort and other community organizations are expected to play a support- 
ive role. If disaster impact creates no widespread fires, the impact itself, 
with Its potential for creaEing the conditions for future fires and for 
reducing the capabilities of the department (through loss of water pressure, 
increased difficulty of access, etc.) provides sufficient justification for 
Lhe fire department to maintain its autonomy and not to be diverted to new 
and unfamiliar tasks. 

2. The more extensive an emergency is, the greater the number of inter- 
organizational consultations a fire department must make before a decision is 
reached about possible courses of action in the allocation of community re- 
sources. This simply points to the fact that a fire department does lose, 
along t\7itlh all other community organizations, some autonomy in disasters, 
particularly chose which are wide in scope. The fire department cannot be 
as certain that it will be able to count on the support of other organizations 
in the accomplishment of departmental tasks. Since the early phases of the 
emergency period are characterized by a lack of knowledge of the consequences 
of impact, this necessitates an attempt to ascertain the status of available 
resources in other organizations. These can no longer be taken for granted. 

3. The more extensive an emergency is the higher the rank of fire 
department members involved in joint consultations. 
to-day interorganizational contacts involving the fire department in their 
"normal" preddisas ter relationships is carried on routinely by persons in 
lower ranks, the post-impact situation is one which requires the attention 
and deciston making of the highest fire department officials. 

While much of the day- 

4. A major focus of fire department contact with other organizations is 
through the structure which is developed to facilitate community coordination. 
In those disasters which have widespread impact, the need emerges for the 
development of some structure to facilitate community coordinatdon. In cer- 
eain instances, the basic structure may be anticipated and its development 
outlined in previous disaster planning. 
in almost every large-scale emergency, a group does emerge which assumes 
the role of community coordination. Such groups are usually composed of 
formal heads of local governmental agencies and of those other community 
organizations equipped to assist in threats to the well-being of the com- 
munity. 
of the various organizations represented, e.g., the mayor, the safety 
dfrector, city councilmen, fire and police chiefs, and local civil defense 
director, ranking officials front the Red Cross and other welfare agencies, 
state representatives, National Guard commanders, etc. The fire department's 
participation in such a group inevitably involves the chief and/or assistant 
chfefs because the decisions made there are critical for the department. 
the department has much to contribute in the form of emergency resources as 
well as knowledge about disaster impact. 

Regardless of its basis in planning, 

Such groups invariably include many of the highest ranking officials 

Too, 
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5, Among +he various community organizations, the fire department 
depends primarily on the activities and cooperation of the police department. 
There are several related reasons for the close relationship between the 
police and fire departments. A major factor is, of course, that the two 
organizations deal with emergency tasks, even in "normal" times. Therefore, 
over time they develop a close dependency and they bring to disaster activi- 
ties considerable previous experience in cooperation. Too, both are likely 
to be mobilized at the time of disaster impact. Therefore, they are likely 
to become involved early in the immediate disaster tasks. It has been 
indicated previously that fire departments often become involved in search- 
and-rescue operations and these tasks are often shared with members of the 
police department. Common tasks necessitate close cooperation. 

The relationship between the fire and police departments is facilitated 
in those American communities which have developed common communications 
facilities. In these communities, the Ewo departments use facilities located in 
the same place and therefore share the same information inputs. 
communities, while theymay not use the same facilities, che location of the 
communication facilities of both departments is in close proximity so that the 
exchange of information is accomplished easily. 

In other 

6. In spite of its relative autonomy, the fire department is dependent 
on a number of other communities for inputs necessary for effective disaster 
operations. The relative autonomy of fire departments sometimes marks certain 
significant dependencies which are often not appreciated. Fire departments, 
for example, depend on other governmental agencies for legitimacy and legality. 
They also depend on political jurisdictions for economic resources to purchase 
and maintain equipment and to employ personnel, 
number of other community agencies for goods and services. The lack of these 
in a situation of high demand can create a major loss in effectiveness for 
such departments. 

They also depend on a large 

For example, the inability of the utility companies to provide elec- 
tricity or water would seriously impede a fire department's effectiveness. 
most large fire departments have auxiliary generating equipment which could be 
used in the event of a power failure, this equipment has serious limitations for 
long-term operations. Most departments do not possess sufficient supplies of 
water or chemicals to combat a major fire, Following an earthquake, one city 
was without water in the mains to supply the city's fire hydrants for an 
extended period of time. The total water available for fire suppression was 
in the fire department pumpers. 
Bad there been a l'arge number of fires in the city, the fire department would 
have been extremely limited in its ability to suppress them. 

While 

Each pumper had approximately 300 gallons. 

Other organizations in the community are equally indispensable to fire 
department operations. 
fire departments experienced potentially significant organizational problems 
resulting from a possible lack of gasoline at crucial stages in their respective 
emergencies. In the disturbance, the private company which normally provided 
petroleum products for the fire department refused to take its vehicles 
into the riot area. This necessitated certain internal adjustments 

Both in a civil disturbance and in an earthquake, 
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on the part of the fire department. 
gasoline supplies were inaccessible because of damage. 
cularly crucial, for the department was using its fire engines to run auxi- 
liary generators which were pressed into service due to the lack of regularly 
supplied electricity. Since each engine consumed an average of 25 gallons 
per hour, at one point it appeared that available supplies would last only 
about 2 hours. 
to consider commandeering gasoline supplies from a nearby station. 
proved unnecessary since a major oil company brought a large tank truck 
filled with gasoline to fire headquarters for fire department use. 
illustrations could be offered almost ad infinitum, but the point is clear: 
fire departments are integral parts of the communities within which they 
operate and thus are dependent on those communities for a great many vital 
resources. When these resources are not forthcoming, the effectiveness of 
the fire department as an emergency organization is seriously affected. 

In the earthquake, the fire department's 
This loss was parti- 

The crisis was potentially severe enough for fire officials 
This 

Other 

7. Interorganizational relationships are most effective when communica- 
tion links among the organizations are operative. Previous comment has been 
made on the facx that common or closely related communications systems 
facilitate close interorganizational relationships between the fire and 
police departments. 
the fire department and other emergency-related organizations. 
illustration will underscore the point. 
much of the city was without electricity or telephone service. 
personnel began search-and-rescue activities immediately following the torna- 
do, they discovered many ruptured gas lines. 
likely to ignite since there were also many high voltage lines 'ldown" through- 
out the area. 
prevent the onset of many fires, were unable to communicate with gas company 
officials since the latter's telephones were inoperable. 
fire department to establish a radio outpost at the gas company and to use 
fire department equipment to establish an ad hoc system permitting firemen 
in the field to relay information to the gas company through the fire com- 
munications center. a e  decision to establish this communications link with 
the gas company appears to have been prudent since there was not a single 
fire necessitating fire department action in the tornado's aftermath. 

The same would hold true for communication links between 
A further 

As fire 
Following a midwestern tornado, 

The gas escaping from them was 

Fire personnel, wishing to have the feeder mains shut off to 

This prompted the 

In sum, the fire department is caught up in the changing context of 
interorganizational relationships during the emergency period. 
carry over its close relationship with the police department, the other 
major municipal emergency organization. 
organizations, the fire deparbment has a greater degree of autonomy since its 
emergency tasks can seldom be preempted by any other organization. 
autonomy, however, is increasingly limited in disasters of wide scope since 
many new and unfamiliar organizations become involved in the increased 
demands and this necessitates the development of a new basis of community 
coordination and the reworking of old relationships. 
routines are no longer applicable and this changing context becomes the 
focus of attention of the highest levels in the department. 

It tends to 

Compared to most othPr community 

Its 

Previously established 
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CFAFTER B 

IMPLICATIONS FOR ORGANIZATIONAL FUNCTIONING IN A NUCLEAR CATASTROPHE 

In these concluding pages, the implfcations of the operations of fire 
departments in natural disasters will be projected into a more inclusive 
context of events wsich inight occur in a nuclear catastrophe. The basic 
assumption Is chat the problems encountered subsequent to a major natural 
disaster are relatively similar to those which would be faced in a nuclear 
situation. Wxre ",here are differences, they can be visualized primarily as 
differences of degree. With the exception of the specific form of secondary 
threat, i.e., radiation, and the probability that a wfder geographical area 
will be involved, a nuclear explosion would not create essentially different 
problems for community response, 

It is assumed here that the delivery of a nuclear agent would come about 
by some type of military attack. Such attacks typically serve to activate and 
unify the civilian population in a collective effort to maintain community 
life, paralleling similar efforts observed after the impact of a disaster 
agent. The problem-solving unFts which would respond after nuclear inpact 
would probably be based in the local community. 
would be assumed by the traditional emergency organizations, supplemented by 
others which might have additional relevant resources. 
might expect the pattern of response which would develop after a nuclear impact 

The burden of such a response 

In general, tqen, one 

would not be rad2call.y 
scale disaster impact. 

different from that which is seen subsequent to large- 

Organizational Resources 

In mobilizing an emergency response to a potential nuclear attack, the 
fire department has both physical and personnel resources which are more 
extensive than most community agencies likely to become involved. The possible 
exception would be the numerically greater manpower and sometimes greater 
material resources available through departinents of public works and the police 
department 

' 

it is useful here to indicate some of these potential resources. Fire 
departments are always dependent upon extensive communication networks, Such 
networks are used to coordinate normal activities within the department. 
These communication networks would become vital in the initial damage assess- 
ment subsequent to ;? nuclear attack. Such an assessment is crucial since it 
establishes the inttial parameters of the problems which a community must face. 
Routine organizational reports provide the beginnings of an overall assessment 
or' community damage, Initial reports generally are given by police and fire 
personnel who are familiar with the pre-impact status of the community. The 
mobility a€ fFte units equipped with radio provides a flexibility and mobility 
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to the process of community reconnaissance which is only exceeded by the police. 
In addition to thLs mobility in community reconnaissance, such vehicles can 
also be used for a variety of other emergency tasks. 

Aside from the communication and transportation resources which fire 

These skills, the 
departments can provide, they also offer extensive personnel resources -- 
persons who are trained in a variety of emergency skills. 
intimate acqllaintance of these personnel with the community, and the previous 
experience of most of these personnel in other emergency situations provide 
an important core of emergency workers €or a possible nuclear situation. 

Relative Effectiveness 

Based on observations made in a disaster context, fire departments 
generally operate with a high degree of effectiveness. In most situations, 
organizational stress is minimal. Effectiveness has to be measured by the 
.ability of such departments to accomplish tasks in the context of extremely 
high demands. The major reason for their effective functioning is that such 
organizations are likely to be able to maintain their capabilities and re- 
sources in such situations and, in part, are often able to limit the demands 
made upon them. 

The ability of fire departments to maintain a high level of capability 
is related to the follawing: 

1. 

2. 

.3. 

4. 

5. 

Fire departments usually continue tasks in the emergency period 
which are similar to their pre-emergency operations, 

Fire departments maintain expectations of becoming incvolved in 
emergency activity. Emergencies of all kinds are considered to be 
a part of organizational responsibility. 
become part of the expectations of individual members. 

Such expectations also 

Fire departments normally have "excess" trained personnel since they 
require several shifts for continuous operation. This means that 
the operation of the organization is hampered less by the loss of 
specific persons. 

Fire departments usually have greater interchangeability of personnel 
than many other types of organizations. In other words, the personnel 
have familiarity with the range of tasks which need to be performed. 
This means that loss of personnel would not have negative consequences 
for the continuous operation of the organization. 

The organizational expectation of involvement produces a rapid and 
self-generating mobilization of personnel in emergencies. , 
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6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Fire ~epzrm-enra usuaL‘fy pcssess extensL37e material resources, in 
the form or‘ transportazioz and communications equipment. 
have personnel resaurces which are numerically larger than most other 
community organizations. These personnel, because of their daily 
contact wirh the community, Secome aware of sources of additional 
rescurces which can be utilized in emergencies. 

They also 

Fire departments are more likely than other community organizations 
to have $eveloped plans for emergencies or are able to adapt routine 
procedures t~ large-scale emergencies. 

Since they operate as an ongoing unit in the pre-emergency period, . 
fire departments develop experience as a work grorrp. This provides 
a greater degree of security in the work relations in the emergency 
period thaE would characterize most other organizations. 

Because or’ their pre-emergency functioning, fire departments 
generally have considerable experience in adapting to and 
coordinating with other relaced organizations within the community. 
Such experience provides a basis for the development of coordinated 
activities among the various community organizations which do become 
involved in widespread emergencies. 

\ c 

Persistent Problems 

While the overall evaluarisn of rhe potenrial effectiveness of fire 
departmenKs is posirive based on eheir performance in disaster situations, 
there are also certain persistent problems which would be aggravated in a 
nuclear context. 

Possibly the most slgniftcant difference €or the fire department in a 
nuclear context as ccmpared with rrhe more “usual” disaster context would be 
the great increase in demands which would be made upon it, In chapter 2, 
certain comments were made about the decrease In overtime in the fire- 
related effects of disasters. Modern construction methods, improvements in 
materials and fire suppression techniques have reduced the importance of the 
fire-related consequences in mosr disaster situations. Estimates of theblast 
effects of nuclear weapons would indicate, however, the high probability of 
widespread fires in the target areas, This would create a high demand 
situation for fire departments, in large part, the earlier judgement of 
effective functioning of the fire department has been based, in part, upon 
relatively modest demands being made upon it in most disaster situations which 
have been studied here. Onily in certain widespread civil disturbances has the 
fire department been pushed ta &e limits of its capability. Based on 
observations in these situations, certain major difficulties could be 
anticipated in a nuclear context. 
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A fire department has only a narrow range of alternatives available to 
cope with situations of excessive demands. 
course, to increase the capabilities of the department by the activation of 
reserve apparatus and the mobilization of additional personnel drawn from the 
departmental reserves. As has already been indicated, most departments? even 
the largest ones, have a limited supply of reserve equipment which can be 
activated. In some communities, civil defense units can provide additional 
equipment but the aggregate amount which is available is still quite limited. 

The first alternative is, of 

A second method of increasing capabilities is to activate mutual aid 
agreements. In situations of widespread impact likely to follow a nuclear 
explosion, the utility of these mutual aid pacts would be minimal. Since 
fires are likely to be distributed over a wide area, equipment and the men to 
operate it could not be drawn in to concentrate on any one jurisdiction. 

The ability of fire departments to expand muld not only be limited by 

~ 

the availability of reserve equipment and mutual assistance but there are 
indications that increased manpower reserves could not be absorbed easily 

volunteers, in most instances these "volunteers" are trained and have had 
considerable previous experience. These volunteers also have, in many instances, 
developed a high degree of cohesiveness through working together. Such 
"volunteers" are quite different thah the "walk-in" volunteer that might provide 
a potential source of manpower for departments to meet increased demands. 
Most "professional" fire departments, because of their previous experience in 
working together and because of their professional identification, seem only 
reluctantly to accept "outside" volunteers. mile the development of such 
esprit de corps and internal cohesiveness has its positive side, it does tend 
to limit the ability of the organization to add personnel to meet demands. 
(The reluctance to incorporate 9r~~t~iders" is shown in another way in the slow 
'pace of racial integration in fire departments in the United States.) The 
strength of organizational boundaries is also seen .in the conscious design of 
rncctuaE aid pacts. Most of these agreements insist on the organizational 
aatsnomy of the assisting departments even though all of the cooperating 
departments may be under the nominal control of an overall comander. 

' even if equipment were available. While some fire departments do depend upon 

If there are limits on the abilities a€ departments to- increase their 
capabilities through equipment and manpower, this would suggest that the most 
likely adaptation to increased demands in a nuclear context would be 
segnificant modifications in fire suppression techniques. Taking certain clues 
from situations where civil. disturbances have created peak demands, one might 
suggest that the most likely response would be to attempt to "knock fires 
down" and also to concentrate on the prevention of fire spread. 

Even with these limited goals, a widespread nuclear blast would still 
create conditions which are likely to exceed the capabiLitles of existing 
fire departments. As a consequence, attention should be given within depart- 
ments to the development of techniques to prevent fire spread which could be 
handled by volunteers under the supervision and instruction of "professional." 
firemen. Models of such a plan might be found in the fire fighting 
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activities of the U.S. Forest Service. 
would necessitate the stockpiling of certain types of equipment as well as an 
inventory of available community resources, such as bulldozers, digging 
machinery, and water tankers. 
depend on increases in technological sophistication, the direction suggested 
here might necessitate the utilization of a simple technology which can be 
handled by supervised volunteers. This would require a significant 
modification in the orientation of current fire fighting organizations and 
techniques; these current practices are not likely to be able to handlg the 
potential scope-of the increased demands which would be a by-product of a 
nuclear blast. 

The implementation of such a plan 

While most current innovations in fire fighting 

One could realistically anticipate strong resistance to the adaptations 
necessary in a nuclear situation. 
sophistication would run counter to the emphasis on professionalism and on 
performance standards in fire departments. The potential use of volunteers 
would be seen as a threat to professionalism and would be difficult to achieve, 
given the cohesiveness of most departmental structures. 
resistance suggests that such a task force might be trained and maintained 
independent of existing fire departments. 
acceptance of volunteer help in sp,ecialized situations, such as a nuclear one, 
might be achieved and incorporated into existing structures as an element of 
future planning. 

The emphasis on a low level of technological 

Such potential 

On the other hand, a greater 

In addition to the previously mentioned problem of adaptation to the 
high demands which would be created by a nuclear situation, there are other 
problems which are evidenced in disaster situations that would be increasingly 
aggravated in a more widespread impact. 

Since police and fire departments consider themselves as the major 
emergency arms of communities, the patterns of coordination which develop in 
"small" emergencies become routinized. As the scope of community emergencies 
increases, the involvement of many other community organizations introduces 
new relationships. In a nuclear situation, the creation of new tasks (such as 
radiation detection) or changes in the legal definitions of responsibility 
may include organizational personnel not previously involved in coordination 
in the smaller emergencies. Because of the centrality of the more traditional 
emergency organizations in established patterns of coordination, one could 
anticipate that they might find it difficult to incorporate these new groups 
into an overall pattern of coordination and that they might resist sharing 
authority and responsibility. Problems of coordination are, of course, not 
inherent in fire departments per se. Most problems of coordination arise in 
situations of widespread impact and the resultant difficulties of coordinating 
the involvement of a variety of diffefent community organizations. Problems 
of coordination, however, would be accentuated in the wide impact which could 
be anticipated subsequent to a nuclear catastrophe. 

More specifically related to the operations of fire departments is the 
fact that intraorganizational coordination is very dependent on the avail- 
ability of an operative communication network. Major departments develop 
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elaborate communications facilities which often include emergency sources of 
power, etc. Emergency planning within such organizations generally centers on 
alternative procedures and back-up support. 
blast-affected areas subsequent to a nuclear attack, it is likely that the 
central communication facilities of many departments might be completely 
destroyed. 
consequences of a community emergency which also destroyed the communication 
facilities of the operating organization. Such "double" disasters are a much 
more realistic possibiiity subsequent to a nuclear attack and consequently, 
greater attention should be given in planning to the development of substitute 
communication facilities. One alternative would seem to point toward the 
development of mobile communications centers which have the capacity (and the 
location) to survive nuclear attack and also be adequate to handle demands 
within the range of performance required of the permanent installation. 

With the possibility of vast 

Much ccrrent emergency planning does not entertain the possible 

In spite of the problems mentioned above, the overall conclusion, based 
on the observations of fire departments in disaster situations, is that they 
function effectively. Such departments complete tasks within their 
organizational domain with a high degree of efficiency since they possess 
established procedures, sufficient personnel, and accessible resources. Their 
performance underscores the potential payoff which results from continuous 
organizational plancing as well as from training individual personnel to react 
to emergency sftuations. 
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